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Not Only Have Many

Been Destroyed,

May 10. A story of how
on attempted German peace offensive
directed toward President Wilson was
turned down ignominiously l,y Professor Heron, an American living in Geneva, is told by the Swiss correspondent of the Daily Mail in his dispatch
dated at Annemasse, on the Franco-Swis- s
frontier. Professor
Heron is
described as a friend of President
Wilson.
The German government, according
to the correspondent, tried to go
'peace offers sent to the president
through Professor Heron, who was
Visited on April 19 by Professor Quid-d- e
of Munich, a friend of Count von
Hertling, the imperial German chancellor.
Professor Quldde was accompanied
by the Dutch pacifist, Dr. Jong
k.

..

Conic to Talk Peace.
Professor Quldde said he had coma
to prepare tho way for a merciful
peace and save Professor Heron to
understand that he spoke for Chancellor ,von Hertling and the German
foreign office. He assured the American predominance in Germany, and
that he wished to prepare President
Wilson to take advantage of that auspicious moment.
Professor Qulddo said,
Germany,
was witling to make the following
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titude

Calmar,

in Winneshiek

county,

ADDRESS

Declares Some Were Assailed
While Others Which 'Direct- ly or Indirectly Aided Germany Received no Criticism
HEARST PAPERS HAVE

SdX O'HARA. HTC
In the
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ago he
world
attention
when ho undertook a $2,000,-00- 0
contract to
carve a h u B e
memorial to the
out
Confederacy
of Stone raoun-taiOa.
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.Hundreds of houses and farm buildings were blown down, livestock wan
killed and the property damage was
(Continued on Page Two.)
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ITS WAR LOAN QUOTA
German submarine operations from
the harbor of ("Intend, l'clgiiim, have
in mooning jouwwal tPtciAt leased wirei
been sorioosly hampered foi a time.;
if not rendered impossible by a dar
Arizona
Phoenix, Ari.., May
;'iik raid upon the harbor by tlv Brit-- j doubled its ii t in the Liberty Loan
isli Friday morning.
cam pa tn. Congratulations were re- An official statement
by the roiv ,., ,,mjK,( ,y Cliainniui McClung
British admiralty says the channel nf , hl, H,ilt(, eoinmittee from Chairman
leading out nt the Inner harbor has Vri.ks , s., i.Yancisco, o rthe twelfth
' n o'
"5 1111 """" il KtlW'l
.
r xmiti'w imto
of the old cruiser Vindictive, which IlltO. Its
with
if,,;.",S.llli0,
subserlpiions
'was maneuvered into position under ."2,1100
subscribeis.
heavy fire and then sunk by bombs.
If ap!eais, however, (hat there is
soiiip doubt that the entire channel
!s blocked, one report saying that the
DEATH OE
vessel lies at an angle and docs not
nee
tho
of
the
'absolutely interrupt
fairway.
The German official statement conAVENGED
cerning the raid says the attempt was
hi failure and that the bulk of the old
'cruiser lies outside of. the navigation
This report may be com-- !
hanncl.
cared to the one issued on the day
EONGK
on
Zcebruggc.
following the raid
'"which claimed that no damage was;
done to the mole or the hnrbdr.
Must Move Submarines.
Kvents have proved that the dam
Less Than Ten Seconds
age done by the raid on April 23 was!
French
Aviator
a
serious
nature,
Daring
of
j
It Is pointed out that 'the obstruc-- !
Two
Hun
Down
SI,ioots
tion In the channel at Ostcnd will
'tend eventually to close the harbor
Others,
Machines;
Destroys
'through the action of the tides and
the rapid silting up.
If (istend and Zcebrugge are plan
IBV MORI INS JOURNAL SPECI'L LEASED WIRS!
ned as ports from which the German
Paris. .May 10. "I am going to reGermans
the
may operate,
venge Lieutenant Chiiput," declared
Lieutenant Knock before taking the
(Continued on Page Two.)
air yesterday morning.
('haput, who had accounted for sixteen German machines, was killed last
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ARIZONA HAS DOUBLED
V

Chicago, May 10. With additional
Borglum is rl.
reports coming in today the death list
In yesterday's tornado in Illinois and He was born in
town swelled to eighteen, eleven in Idaho and eduIowa and seven in Illinois. As wires cated in S a n

III.,

UIM

I

.

were still down in many localities it
was feared that other deaths were
till unreported.
Probably ISO persons were injured,
and a rough estimate placed property
damage at $1,000,000. A list of the
afflicted communities with tho number of deaths follow:
Nashua, la., 3; Plainfield, Ta., 1;
New Humpton. Ju. 3; Calmar.
t;
Toulon, III., 2; Franklin, III., 1;

u

I0SEVELUI1IS

corded as .Sergeant (rilara, Itoyiil
Flying Corps. Iiespile his Celtic nunu
From Flanders and he
New
is n Jap mid has been with tin Former President Says
France Are to Effect That British air forces since early In lie
York
Colliers'
Tribune,
war. He has taken pari in many air
Fighting Is Scattered, With battles, has been wounded sx times
and
Weekly
Metropolitan'
and decorated mice.
No Material Results,
Magazines Were Attacked

constantly
servby secret

loO PF.I5SOXS
1X.IVHKD BY CYCI.OXI

EDITION

Advices

It is said that
he was shadowed

ap-

parently suffered the heaviest prop
erty loss. It was said a large part of
the north half of the town, whoso population is about 1,000, suffered property loss estimated at $300,000.
Tho total number of injured still
stood at more than 100.
PROBABLY

investigao f f er

officials.

hurt.

GO

iOSTEND HARBOR CLOSED
BY SINKING OF SHIP
j.

and

of

f A)

Soon to Be Realized,

Borglum got the
idea that he was
an official investigator and made
after
charges,
or so he claims
he was hindered in his inquiry by the at-

Des Moines, la., May 10. Resumr- tion of wire communication tonight
with districts in northeastern
Iowa,
Hswept by yesterday's tornado, resulted
in cutting the death list to seven will;
two or three reported probably fatully

Jap Is British Air Hero

IS

Boast of Admiral Jellicoe That
Menace Would Be
Curbed by August, Seems

suggestions.

Partially Wrecked but Crops
Are Greatly Damaged,
IS

WIRE

London,

Van-hce-

it

Wilson
that

DOLLARS

SEA

I

on

work.
suggested
since ho had criticized, ho go in
and make an in-

formal
Effront-ar- y
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sculptor, "get in
on" this airplane

PROPERTY LOSS OVER

to Ask Me to Lay Such
Rigmarole Before American
People
Replies Heron.
BY

II

appears that this
is
the answer:
went to
Borglum
Owing to Wires Still Being the White House
criticized
Down, but Is'Thought It Will a n d
certain
aircraft
Be Close to
r-

AFTER WAR IS ENDED
'I

How did Gutzon Borglum, fa-o u s American

Exact Death Toll Not Known,

Ge-

in
Munich,
Hope
They
Would Be Sent to Wilson,
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10. Theodore
May
York,
Roosevelt made public tonight what
he termed a brief preliminary statement, in reply to the request of Postmaster General
Burleson that ho
prove statements he had made in an
editorial to the effect that favoritism
bad been shown in the treatment of
publications under the espionage act.
Mr. Roosevelt mentioned specificalColliers'
ly the New York Tribune,
Weekly and the Metropolitan magazine as publications which have been
assailed by George Creel of the com.
mittee , n public information, while
others which "directly or Indirectly
aided Germany," have not been
to government criticism.
In the latter category' he Included
the publications owned by W. R.
.
Hearst.
Favoritism Shown Hearst.
"The prime failure of the adminls-tiatlo- n
to proceed against papers
which opposed the war or attacked
our allies, or directly or Indirectly
uhled Germany is afforded by tho
failure of the administration to dcsl
with Mr. Hearst's as It dealt with
o.her papers," said the statement.,
Iteferrlng to the Tribune,. Colliers
and the Metropolitan, he asserted that
they have constantly upheld th war
and have also "told that small 'portion of the truth it was absolutely
necessary to tell about the administration's failure to conduct tho war efficiently."
He said that Mr. Creel,, officially
speaking as President Wilson's representative and as giving a message
from the United States government to
the American people, had attacked
Colliers and he has also attacked tho
.Metropolitan and the New York Tribune. He said neither the postmaster
general nor the nostoffice ileoarlmeor
had made any attempt to "remedy!
the wrong it did" in tho case of thnf
Metropolitan.
f
Colonel Roosevelt
Mr.
termed
Hearst, "a very wealthy man reputed
to be many times a millionaire."
llearst Papers Favored. ,
"At the very beginning of the war,'
he said, "the government proceeded",
successfully against Tom Watson's
publication In Georgia. Yet Tom Watson had done nothing thaf was
g
like as dangerous to this country and our allies and, as helpful to
Germany as Mr. Hearst has done."
Tom Wa'son's paper with its failure to
from editorials in the Hearst newspapers.
The colonel declared It is absolutely
Impossible to reconcile the government's action In proceeding against
To Watson's paper with Its failure to,
proceed against Mr. Hearst's papers
"on any theory that Justice was to h
in nc alike to the strong
and the)
'
weak."
Col. Roosevelt said ho would an
swer the postmaster general, "com
pletely and at length In a letter to
some senator, so as to have It appear
permanently In the records.'
New

suh-Jecte- si

V11-majority repert of tin- senate military
IM)UGI.l'.M CII.IIii:s.
after a long
Gutzon liorglum. the sculptor, wboi "flans
the airplane situation, gallon of the airplane situation:
"The production of combat planes
with President Wilson's approval.!
" has thus far been
a substantial
though not officially and who charged)
NO
"
Much of the delay Is due
failure"
"Teutonic
and
retarding;
dishonesty
Influences" in airplane production, is lo ignorance of the art and to failure
Friday.
lo organize the effort ill such u way
quoted as followed:
Lieutenant l'onck hud Just left the
is
to
as
centralize
and
aero
said
the
bring
have
"I
authori.y
department
of the airdrome when ho enregion
dec
i.sion
An
of
AKING KINDLY
:.!out
hundreds
that
apparof
quick
full
profiteering,
countered nil enein S'lUadrilla. He
millions have gone, that factories tut intention of eonfining the actual
drove straight at them, opening, fire
have been created where there werej production to a restrieted number of
with ills machine gun and shot down
to build
no factories necessary and contracts concerns, and a failure
two of the Germans
less than ten
to the extent of $50,000,000 given to us many (planes) as possible for the
TO
seconds. He then went after a third
men who had neither rhyme nor campaign of 9 s have contributed to
FOR
ifTachine which was within reach and
reason for the remotest connection the failure. It is greatly to be regretsent it crashing lo earth five minutes
with the emergency of airplane pro- ted that the statements of government
officials
have misrepresented the
later.
duction."
Lieutenant Fonek lvlurnci!' to the
Members Do Not Like Idea of MARSH ALL COMMIT. KK FINDING. progress of the aviation program.
Wills
His
Native of Phillipines
airdrome to take on more gasoline
After Itorglum's statement had This misled the public.
in
Remain
Forced
to
to rest, before going out for tho
Any action which retards progress,
Being
started a flood of rumors, President
Little Savings to U, S, That and
second patrol. I'n this patrol lie met
named a committee headed by such as trust agreements of the preSession After July 1, as Wilson
II. Jnowden Marshall, of New York, vention of those developing flying maPresident Might Use It to ano'her squadrilla. dun
he shot to pieces in the air and two
to make an official Investigation. This chines from flying, under proper reSecretary McAdoo Asks,
s
strictions, should he removed."
committee was provided 'with
Bring Everlasting Peace,
others he saw strike the ground, all
SI'.N.VI i: MINORITY KF.POUT.
within five ininules.
report. Although the report of
WIRE
LEASED
M.ORNINS
SPECIAL
not
of
JOURNAL
the
the
committee
is
has
Marshall
Following
summary
yet
the
(V
Lieutenant ('haput, who was reportfBV MORNINS
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Washington, May 10. Congress Is been made public, It is stated by men minority report of ho, senate military
from creating a spirit of mncilia-tlo- n
A sum of ed killed yesterday and whom Fonek
10.
May
Washington,
abandof
committee:
to
idea
coninot
in
the
to
that
affair:,
a
the
know,
position
taking kindly
declared he would avenge1, was a popit would simply strengthen
"On the whole the record of the sig- J 140. !l.r, bequeathed to tho United ular aviator.
oning Its plans for adjournment about ) mittee finds nothing to substantiate
the American will to smash tlie
He Kim a friend
of
Y.
GarJesus
Stales
government
by
1?
one
which
of
nal
every
corps
lierfidimiM and nefarious offer of
July first In order to undertake new any "graft" or "pro.German" charges,
S.
the French
George'
of
Carpenller,
who
native
a
the
cia,
Philippines
be
aircan
In
American
of
tho
the
Justly
A decision
proud.
on but that those in charge
revenue legislation,
Miieli proMisals.
recently at Salinas, Calif., of heavy weight boxer, Hie late Captain
ac- died
"Tile I nitcd Stales intends to
Secretary McAdoo's recommendation craft work have been too optimistic faee of unparalleled difficulty it is
"for bringing everlasting Guynernie, and a member
of tho
rontinue tlie fighting until the
that immediate legislation to provide and have led the public to expect far complishing an unparalleled task with leprosy,
American aviators who had. been
characteristic meiican energy, capa- peace," readied Presklnnt Wilson. The
Prussian military power and, if
more money to meet Increasing war more than has been accomplished.
leper's will said the money was be- fighting on the French front.
Following are excerpts from the city, patriotism and enthusiasm."
the PnisHlnn Rtt
necessary,
expenses was postponed by capital
queathed to the government of the
nlonic with it, is extinguished
leaders today until next week, pending
United States in order that President
forever as a iower for evil,
conferences with the secretary and
Wilson, with powers larger and great
whether It takes one year or ten."
President Wilson.
er than mine, might succeed In bring
Mr. McAdoo'q suggestion was subing everlasting peace.''
The Professor Quidde referred to
President Wilson acknowledged the
above is probably Prof. Ludwig Quid- mitted formally today and it met wilh
gift by writing those through whom
de, a historian of tho University of instant opposition from leaders and
the money came saying that "the
MORE WAR REVENUE
'
Munich In the Bavarian capital, Ger- rank and file and both senate and
ISV MORN, NO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
with
President Wilson, facts recounted in your Interesting
association
10.
,
Documents
man chancellor von Hertling Is a Ba- house.
lie
May
could
do anything letter have touched me deeply. I wish
Washington,
whom he statu!
PLAN
IS OPPOSED
Senator Simmons and Representa
Bavarian
varian and was- formerly
made available today from the official he wanted with.
that the poor fellow who left the litof
North
Kitchln
tive
chairminister.show
Carolina,
that
the
of
files
government
prime
statement dec:ares "Borg- tle sum of money might be accessible
Suplee'a
E CQNGFI
ISV MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED
Prof. Ludwig Quidde was a delegate men of the senate finance and house Gutzon Uorgldm, the sculptor, whose lum
WISS)
gave everyone concerned in this to a message from me, but since ho
Washington. May 10.
to the twentieth universal peace con way and means committees resDec- - charges against the aircraft program matter
Secretary
understand that his position has gone I can only express to you
to
McAdoo'h plans for Immediate legisference at The Hague in the fall ofUively voiced emphatic objection to have led to the impending inquiry, with the aircraft
production board) the deep feeling which the Incident
lation by congress to increase war rev1913.
In moving before that confer-- , Br0ceediiie during the present
had been connected with negotiations and the aerial a ction of the. signal
of
a
that
caused,
feeiing
gratitude
enee for gradual disarmament Pro- - unieys treasury needs make Immediate
1ST MORNINO
enues, announced last night, met tofor the establishment of a new air corps, U. S. A., was such that ho could i)as
JOURNAL
LRASEO WIRE,
as well as the betthe simpler
fessor Quidde severely blamed Ger- action
Hot Springs, Ark., May 10. Oppo- day with Immediate and formidable
craft producing corporation In which obtain for their use plans and tech ter Informed,people,
in the Philippines should
imperative.
Representative
many for the Increase in armaments Kitchln added that It wilt be most difhe was to be a sflent partner. nical details which this company have acquired in this short time such sition to two banking measures now opposition.
In Europe, ' He said that there would ficult to show the necessity'
After a conference today between
between
Borglum, could use, and thus save considerably, a friendly
Negotiations
since
sentiment towards this pending in congress was voiced at to"have been no Increase by France but
I shall
will he available between
not know exuetly day's session here of tho legislative Representative Kitchln, majority' leadHugo Gibson, connected with the Brit- both in time and money in beginning country.
of
action
the
Germany.
for
ish war mission in the United States, operations." '
1
what to do with the money but you council of the American Bankers' as- er of the house, chairman of tho '
The professor Heron referred to in July and next January or February, and
This statement.
the documents may be sure 1 shall try to apply it to sociation. One of the measures criti- ways and means committee, . with
Kenyon Mix of the Dodge Manubeleaders
Congressional
tonight
is
Prof.
Georgo
the dispatch
probably
lieved that a way would (be found, to facturing company of Wisconsin, auto showwas made lo .Mix after Borglum tho object that Garcia has In mind." cised adversely was that providing for Chairmaa Simmons and other memD. Herron, formerly of Grlnnell colthe guaranty of bank deposits of
mobile manufacturers, began last De hud shown hi presidential authority
bers of the senate finance committee,
avcld
legislation now. probably by au
Iowa.
ago
twenty
Nearly
years
000 or under; the other was the bill it was
lege,
cember, the documents show.
as
and at this point the
stated that revenue revision beInvestigator
additional
bonds
came
or
consid
thorizing
into
Herron
Professor
temporImposing new penalties for usury.
A statement by
fore next December Is "very doubtMix, included in suspicions of .Mix were aroused and
erable prominence on account of hlsjary credits.
exhill
of
the
Opponents
guaranty
he
the
withdrew from
the documents, tells how iib withdrew
ful."
negotiations.
views regaraing marriage, acparaieu
pressed the belief that It would make
The documents also declare Borgafter, becoming suspicious of Korg.
from his. first wife he followed out
usscts
of
the
the
strong,
aflum told Mix "that through his friendlum's activities, and reported the
hlg ideas In contracting a second marhank available to pay losses ' that ITALY CONTRIBUTING
fair to Howard Coffin, then head of ship with the White House and acHe has lived in Europe for
ALL
riage.
might be caused by Incompetent or
entho aircraft production hoard.
LARGELY FOR F0CH
quaintance witli Mr. Gibson, th
more than a decade.
defective supervision.
The documents which have been gineer in tlie employ of the British
To
bankthe
the
law
usury
defining
1ST MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASES
supplied from the official files of the ministry of munitions, ho would have
AIRS)
ers have no objection, but they do
war department and are now In the access to the best foreign and AmeriWashington,
imMay 10. Italy's conto
the
penalties
seriously
object
WEATHER
THE
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hands of senators most Intimately can designs and practices."
posed in the bill, it was aascrted, be tribution to the reserve army General
Suplee'a stati nient further declares
Moscow, Tuesday, Muy 7 (by the cause
connected with the aircraft Investigathey would Include penalization Foch is building up behind the lines
,
FORECAST.
tion, declare that Borglum continued that Eurgliim gave him to understand Associated Press). Germany has in- for constructive usury us the result of (in France for supreme emergency uses
his negotiations after President Wil- that the personnel of the aircraft formed Foreign Minister Tehltcherin errors or
numbers nearly a quarter of million;
oversight.
board was "highly distasteful to him" that owing to the change in the
(Y HORNINE JOURNAL SPECIAL LEAEEO
Denver, Colo., May 10. For New
son authorized him to make an
men, official dispatches today say. and
Washington, May 10. Tho United
Mexico: Saturday generally fair and
and that he proposed to change It "by Ukraine government, the peace deleInto the aircraft situation.
liirihiuin Hies of Injuries.
the force Is being strengthened steadStates school garden army already Is
virtue of his friendship with Presi-den- $ gation which had been appointed to
cooler; Sunday fair.
Iloasls nf His Power.
Houston, Tenia. May 10. Second ily.
and asked Suplee to conduct
bigger than the army of the United
with Bussian
Wilson,"
negotiations
A summary of the negotiations
txiflis Kddy .Davis of Blooming-toStates, the department of interior anliOCAJj REPORT.
"suggest men for, the places."
represeptutives at Kursk must now be Lieut,
"'
Million to Quit Ireland.
Illinois, died late tonight of innounced today in making public the signed by Henry Harrison Buplee,
Is added
reconstituted.
It
entirely
t A summary of the weather condi- fact that 1,950,000 garden soldier had who participated as consulting engiNiuiLi Horn l.iliernl Buyer.
London, May 10.
as the general political situation juries received earlier In the day when
thut
hours ended been enlisted at the beginning of May neer for Mix, declared Borglum was
East
Vegas, N. M., May 10.
tions, for the twenty-fou- r
has changed
Germany wished the his plane, crashed to earth after hav- Sir Bryan Mahon, commander in chief
to be represented In the corporation Santa Uosa is reported to have sold
Oklaat 6 p. m. yesterday follows: Maxi- after k six weeks' campatgn.
peace pour parlers between Russia ing been thrown into a tall spin by of the forces of Ireland, announced
a
and
Mr.
so
39;
Harris
with
that Borglum's $100,000 in Thinl Liberty Loan bonds. and the Ukraine to bo held at Kiev, engine trouble. Second Lieutenant publicly last night that he was to leave
mum temperature, 77; minimum,
homa is the banner state
by
far
range, 38;' temperature M 6 p.m., 71; an enlistment of 150,000 while Texas sole asset in the transaction ,was to The total' sale of bonds In Pan Miguel where Russia is invited to send
A. Lawrence, who was In the rear seat Ireland.
He said he did not know
be
his
has 100,000.
east wind; clear.
first,
personal friendship and county was $IOfi.9"0.
who was his successor.
was uninjurei,
,
,

To grant autonomy to
within the limits of the
German empire, provided the allies
would not broach the subject of
at the peace conference.
k
Second. The
peace
treaties not to be discussed at the
penco conference although the allies
might submit claims for the revision
of them and Germany might make
certain concessions.
Third.
No economic war against
Germany after the war.
Fourth. German colonies to be restored.
Professor Quldde asserted that the
present offensive in France had the
ultimate objective of achieving a durable peace.
Called it an Kffronwy.
Professor Heron, the Daily Mail
correspondent writes, after listening
'to the German educator, explained:
"I wonder that you have the
effrontery u ask me to lay Hiieh
bea rigmarole of emit and
fore tlie American eoplo. Fur
First.
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MIRB1

rittsburRh. Fa., May 111. Karl
Hamilton, leading pitclier of the na
ARIZONA
tional league this season by virture of
NNEW JERSEY no defeats and Kix victories, the last
.

of which ho scored today, when ho
pitched Pittsburgh to a victory 'over
'ow York, left tonight for Chicago,
I".
Ariz.. May
from which city he will go to Mare
retired.
A.
S.
K.
i.
i
!nlio,
.!. x;iih!.
men Island, California, to enlist in the
HUU,
Arizona 1
- Fnited States navy.
N.
Field,
HadiVju
Hamilton was placed In class one
to advices received here today. of the selective draft and Is said to
Hrodie who had eniereo ioc have decided to join the navy rather
as
i;h Itiders mm major and retired
than await call under the selective
'nant colonel having sticceeded service act.
Itevet. entered the military
foliim-irivii e in 1110.1 in the office of adju- TAFT TO HELP SETTLE
tant general.
..OHMNL.

,

It."

PITCHER HAMILTON IS
OFF TO JOIN COLORS

war-serve-

you ought to know.

Wo Have

set-tlin- K

con-ma-

For yout- - family's Sake, learn about the Leonard
Cleanable,
We want to tell you its many Rood
Call and get an interesting booklet, "The
qualities.
Care of Refrigerators." It contains many good points

If It's Hurilwniv

ncrvo
One report said the' transition "is
accepted with little loss and
momentum and nusimsK Konorally
may be said to he broadening and
on a satisfactory basis."
A note, of concern Is expressed, however, over the slowness of consumers
to economize on food, clothing and
other materials needed for mainten-wii- l
of the army.
Pospito the biff
demnnd
irovernment ronlremrtnts.
from usual sources for goods of all
kind n continues Rtronre thari wupply,
and consequently the mereantilo and
Keneral business situation is described'
as "one of intense activity with war
needs receiving first consideration."

....

kept clean.

at easily

linsinesM
Issued
today,
conditions,
based on, reports from all federal re

WIMI

aftcr-.KMi-

This porcelain you cannot possibly scratch, not even
with a steel knife blade. It has no cracks or crevices
Il is as clean
in which grease or germs may collect.

'

LIASBO

-

Tncsun, Ariz.. Mny
iof th? onsi.levation ot ino (k immi.i
Itions at IJislipo was iinlic:iU(l Iain Uii
C.
l.y tlio ilrl'a'tui'r i.t
KriKi'ai, for
Kitty, nssisitant atturm-'r ,,u
n.'li w in las tail 'ii.iik of
i"ihe mutter ticforc the fodoial Brand
'jury hero.
Mr. Kitls shook lianas wuh Fedora!
Juiltce Sawtcllo at tti( solution Pacific
station and lioardi il tile train for Lo
it niiiv be that no
inwi
rand
tii'-when the report of the
jury Is reeeiveri ny uihe
Francis J. llenoy is reponou towith
I .os
Antreles in conneci ion
y
H is
government prosecutions.
return
Iu!,terf.il nnssiblo that they
to Tucson together.
tmlay that the
it .was- annouiHi'd
a
.
l..,.wl tt vvnrl: in
i
iui y nan
irv
...
.1
.rl'ilintl ill.
in'1 '
ciiiinei'LMMl
Willi .1...
but as usual ill such 'asesd
no report will be niadi' until such
before a re- rants as will be
I
port is mull public

A Lrmrd Cleanable it made with a
rctcclain lining, smooth, pure white, everlasting, just
like a piece of china, except that it is unbreakable.
i

JOUHNA1. .PCCII-

.

Zinc or galvanized iron linings for reiiperators ate
m'anitaiy. Even though coated with white paint or
and discolored. Worse
( tiamel, they soon get stained
t ill, cracks and scratch! develop which fill with
f 'rase and food particles. Thus germs are fostered
unsanitary

WOKNINO

1ST

always a danger signal.

i most

l.
oionci

JtHinN.L SrECIAU LCASIO
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1
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Phone .72

i

115-11-
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First

North

Store

next

u.i.
-

Kop85Tt

AZTEC FUEL C0.fi

Is

PIER

T7

ni nirnn
anf
mil ui: nui
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TELEGRAPHERS

iiilL

ULUILII..I

TalUs Self Into .lail,
rv.mhuiL-h- .
.May 10. For making
to recruiting.
prejudicial
speeches
John Machean, consul in (ilnscow of
tho Kussian bolshevik government, in
'the high court' yesterday was sont-- '.
oneed to five years penal servitude
under the defense of the realm act.
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WITEJ
(BY MONNINO
i.Mael.ean had urged working men to
K.ight
Cohimbia.
('., .May
I
'break all laws and to replace parlia-twenty-si- x
soldiers were kifled and
af-rail merit by an organization patterned
injured today when a wooden
r the Russian Soviets.
coach filled Willi members of 1121st
at
a
over
went
trestle
Camp
infantry
All of the men were from
Jackson.

your

coal now.

10. Former
May
"Frank V. Walsh,
'resident Taft-onJoint chairmen of the war labor
hoard, were Instructed by the hoard
today to mediate between the Western I'nion and Postal Telegraph companies and the operators who are lifting discharged because of their affiliation with the Commercial Telegraphers' union.

(

OVER HUNDRED PERSONS
ARE HURT IN CYCLONE

southern states.

d

1

1

.251

MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)

fftY

1

Phone

TROUBLE

Washington,

KILLED, 21 HURT

winter's

I.

M. M.

WlftCl
,V MCHNINO JOUJINAU IPSCIAt
Chairman of State Council of
Has Concluded Its Investiga
Washington, Alay 10. Kapiil re- of jiljtistiiHmt of btmhu'Ks ami Industry to'
Defense Accepts Invitation
tion Into Deportation
and
nifi't .speolaltzcd war demands
An
Commencement
to. Be
ers From Arizona;
ahandon activities not oontribn lnK to
tlio war, is shown ly tlio federal reFine
Program,
nouncements Expected,
Speaker:
serve board's monthly nummary of

-- 1

of course, cat anything
clran food. Yet food cannot be
dean that has been in an unsanitary reA bad odor in your refrigerator
frigerator.

causing

WAR SATISFACTORY CADETS

REPORT

9

I

OU wouldn't,

Y rut

)

51

LKASKO

ft

-

Refrigerator

fei4l

Gl

You Can't Have Clean Food
Unless You Have a Clean

I

CHARLES

BUSINESS TO HELP WILL ADDRESS THE

1 1

A

i

OF

K-BSafflQ-

tut

j

.READJUSTMENT

GRAND JURY IS

)f

ft.

11, 1918.

WHERE THEY HOLD THE LINE
AGAINST THE HUNS

Throe of the injured were seriously
hurt. The soldiers had just entrained
IN
ILLINOIS
at ( reenvllle. V. C,
I0WAJND
for Camp Sevii-and tin. train was pulling out from
Continued from Tag" One.)
camp a a slow rale. As It reached
the trestle th" rails spread beneath a
Aoeonlmr, heavy steel coach in the rear and the
heavy In many localities.
Bo tha Information receivid
here the wooden ear ahead was shoved off into
tornado seemed to be intermittent in the 'avilie below.
,
Its course from Iowa to Illinois.
Many Homes IK'strnycil.
NORTH SEA IS PLANTED
The full force of the tornado apto
at
have
WITH MIMES .TO CURB
la.,
struck
Mnyville,
peared
and expended Its force at Princeton.
GERMAN SUBMARINE:
Jn Illinois its greatest force appeared
to have begun west of Jacksonville
and to have continued eastward to be
(Continued from J'aga une.)
yond Docatur.
The advices received from the Iowa will he compelled to withdraw their
suhinersil b s to their home ports.
diBtrlct said lines of communication
In this connection it is interesting
were down but It was known the full
force of the tornado was felt for a to not,, that a week ago it was anmiles, num!
distance of about twenty-fiv- e
that the greatest mine field
between Mayvllle and Princeton, and l,t.u',i to naval operation bad been
two
about
Us greatest width was
planted in the North 'Sea to combat
miles. In this area were the towns the submarines. It was officially
of Eldridge and Argo.
'state d
the area of this mine field
farm would that
A number of houses and
square miles and
be,Ul.TS:
surdistricts
rural
structures in the
it would be completed by May 15.
that
rewere
and
Argo
rounding Eldridge
Koine months nno Admiral Jellicon
ported to have been blown down and of th" Ihitish navy .announced that
inIn some Instances their occupants
would be met
hilo great damage to other the submarine menace
hered,
1. and il is possible that he
by
was
August
livestock
farm property and
had the blocking of the harbors of
Zeebrui'.e and islend aniV 'he layinit
of an iiiiinei.se mine field in mind
when he made his slateinent.
One Local I lublin.'.
While Hie naval arm."' lip entente
nations was busy on the llelian
coast. Iho military forces were ent;at;ed
and Voluha ai if, lit in;? ill the Vp'-cme sectors. The French made a note-abl- e
advance at Cii ivesnes, where they
took the park of, the town, which had
:

FECIAL CORREkHONOENCE

TO

KORNIN

i

JOURNAU

The comaddAss this year at the
New Mexico Military institute is to be
delivered by Mr. Charles Hprlnger,
chairman of the New Mexico council
of defence, who in now in Alluiqueniuo
utttudins a conference of war workers.
Mr. Springer for a number ef years
hits been one of the most influential
citizens of the public life of this state.
He Is a man of ability and he is untiring in 'his efforts to promote the
Kver since
welfare of N't w Mexico.
the declaration of war he has given
his entiro time and energy to directing war measures in this section. He
is a man who is always in public life,
and yet, he has never asked or ac.
eeptetl anything for himself, lie has
never entereif public office, but he is
willing to 'luiotly sit down in the cap-itand work ten hours a day organizing tlio various branches of the citizens" d' fer.se
league, assisting t
boards, the food administrator,
the coal administrator, and all other
departments of natior il importance.
Mr. Springer consented to come to
Roswell and deliver this address after lieinu; fully convinced that the New
Mexico Military institute is doing a
great and patriotic service for the
nation. He finds i; extremely difficult
to leave his work with the defense
council at this time, but has agreed
to be at the institute foi the purpose
of addiessing the graduating .class at
this, the close of the twentieth year.
Important Itoattl Mooting.
The annual meeting of the board of
regents of the New Mexico Military
institute tvas held Tuesday, May
All members of the board, as usual,
were present.
At Ibis meeting, the members of
the present faculty were
with two exceptions, the resignation
of Ma.i. I). C. Pearson and Capt. J. V.
Taylor were accepted. Major Pearson,
who was dean of the faculty and who
has been with the institute for thirteen years, will return to his home
In Virginia in order to take charge of
his father's esta.o. Next to its superintendent. Major J'carson has probably
been more instrumental than any other individual
in
the spectacular
growth of New Mexico's distinguished
military school. 'Cnptai, Taylor is
resigning to accept the principalship
of the public schools
at Canadian,
Tex. Capt. J. C. Trout man. A. M.,
Harvard university, professor of history at the institute for a number of
years, was elected to succeed Major
Pearson.
In order to take care of anticipated
lloswell,
mencement

X. M

May

1

0.

DEMONSTRATION
On the date given below a factory demonstrator will
exhibit and apply these exquisitely colored, self leveling
varnishes and enamels.
Come in and see the magnificent effects produced at
cost.
pin-mone- y

TOD.AY

Whitney Hardware Company
rOflPOiV
WU1

one 25c Can of
Namel Varnish upon the purchase
of one new 15c brush (merely to insure a fair trial) during our
DEMONSTRATION. (Dates given above )
Iflargercan isdesired.coupon will apply a325c against purchase price.
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For Women, Says Hixson Lady,
Who Took This Medicine On

In

(lernian

hands

for

three

Alon
the front to the north there
was scattering eiiK'UKOtnonts, notably
it A
Wood, riovtii of Albert,
win re 'be
armies are
contending
There
trivial; for strateoic ground.
in the
wi !" also sae'll operations
Kcnimi'l bill fiont. southwest of Ypres
Th( re have been the usual local
omraKonieiits between patrols on the
Italian and Mtcodonlan fronts, hut
a general encasenothing sppen-'iiicment has been foupht.
Pope IVtiodict has s"t aside June
2 an a ('ay to be observed in the Catholic (hurt lies of the world as a day
for prayers thai pence may be restored
to the world.

Her Doctor's Advice,

Hixson, Tenn - Jlrs, J. 1',. Cadd, of
this j;lacc, makes the following statement regardius her ckperiouce with
Cardui:
"i was ....J suffered with
a pain in my left side; could not sleep
nt night for this pain 'always in the
left side. JTy feet and legs wore terribly swollen. I was almost iu bed.
My doctor told me to use Cardui. 1
took ono bottle, which liolpcd me, and
after my baby came I was stronger CQ Qj fTp IS FOUND
IUIU UtrilVI, U"L
fiuui nan nun
WOUNDED AT HOME
there. I at first lot it go, but I began
oondi-- j
to get weak and in a
1RV MORNING
JOURNAL OCECIKL
EASED WIRE
tiou, bo I decided to try some more1
('ort I'.liss. Tex., May
Cardui, which I did. The last Cardui
eav- I took niado rue much bolter, and, in Frwin P. Hellers, ti member of a
unit here, was brought to the
jii'ry
n
numIt
has
me.
been
cured
fact,
base bos;iilel last nTalit suffering from
ber of year, still f have no return of a bullet wound ill Ids body.
He was
it
was
I
Cardui
that
feel
this trouble.
round in a
condition
a
cured mo, and I recommend it as
on tlio ttallcvy or a home In llie resiOfficers
dence district of Kl Paso.
splendid female tonic."
worn-ou- t,
If you feel weaksircd,
have not obtained an explanation of
or uffor from tiny of the aliments the circumstances surrounding the
peculiar to women, try Cardui, tne shooting. His condition Is serious.
woman's tonic. It must bo a good
Aviator rails l.tlllrt reel.
medicine tor women, for many thouFort Worth. Tex.. May 10. Cadet
as
told,
have
voluntarily
just
sands
.,
Harry J. Myers of rtucyrus.
'
Mrs, Gadd did, of tbo good It has crashed to instant death late today
done them. Ask some lady friend who when he lost control of his plane while
Cardui. She will tell you makintr a spinning nose drive from
how It helped her. ? Then get a bottle art altitude of 1,000 feet about two
here.
pf HicKs1 rivM,
trora your nearest druggist.
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inn case d enrollment for next session, L'QSSES
a number of new instructors will be

oleoted during the summer months.
The institute expects to have a Ion;;
waitlntr list, before the opening of its
the
session.
twenty-firs- t
Already
school is assured of more students
than it oan accommodate. A new
mess-hal- l,
with a seating capacity of
nail, is now in course of construction,
and plans for a science hall are being
considered.
Wind I'nroofs liox Cars.
Norfolk, N'ebr., May 10. A terrific
wind storm Thursday afternoon and
niKht was general in north Nebraska
Hoofs
and southern South Dakota.
of box cars were blown away and
many small buildinK's and barns were
damaKod. In Norfolk many minor accidents occurred.

BY SUBMARINE

SHOW

BY MORNINO

A FALLING

JOURNAL

lCCIAL LEASED

OFF
WIRC1

Washington,
May lt. - Official
Trench statistics on the submarine
warfare received here In a dispatch
from France today showed that, the
total losses of the allied and neutral-ship- s
including accidents at sea were
approximately only one half as great
during April this year as in April,
1917.

Alioiit Hliettmalism.

Itheumatism causes more pain and

yi;f f nrl n rr t llu n mil' filhni" iliui.'iur. fnv
the reason that it is the most rommon
of all ills, and it is certainly gratifying
to sufferers to know that there is a

remedy that will afford relief, anil
make rest and sleen possible. It is
called Chamberlain's Liniment.
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Wanted for the
Naval Reserve

v

Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense
,

Your

Co-operati- on

Wilt

Hasten Victory
Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service;
enlist- good pay. Any information regarding
ment will be cheerfully furnished at

jm

1

I

fjfi
MJfi
f

run-dow- n

i

j

has-trie-

milct
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From the. channel to the iSwiss bor-- ,
der alliiM soldiers hold the line ugalnst
the German fee forces. This map
shows how democracy's defending lino
is divided up among the soldiers. o
liberty. Far in the north, on Belgiansoil, northeast of Ypres, are tne fieigitins. Then starts the British line
running all the wav south to Amiens,
with the execution of a bit hold by
Portuguese near Albert. The British
colonial forces are here included, the
Canadians Just south of Arrag and the
Australians north of Amiens,
ml MoiMMter,!
iK'tween Amiens

own
centering near Hangard, are our
men "...v
Sammies. Here they
of the brunt of the German offensive.
Down furthoc south, near TouK are
more Americans holding the original
line allotted to (loneral Pershing's
soldiers.
"
The French line begins near Amiens
and excepting the American positions
holds the miles of trenches all tne
way to Switzerland
on the German side arrows indi
cate the possible new offensive drives
believed to be contemplated by the
German foe, a; tpre's, at Arms, and
.Amiens,

ir
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Room 26, N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque.
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FOOD HEADS TO

T

CUT PRICES

U
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Sectional

Conclude Declare Certain Albuquerque
y
Merchants Are Profiteering
Program; Here;
National
Four
and Must Reduce Profits to
Speakers
Make Addresses on WarX
Fair and Equitable Scale,
Meetings

:

two-da-

f.

y

C

Yesterday morning's session was occupied with n joint conference of state
representatives of federal departments and those especially representing thein, which were represented at
the meeting are as follows: Treasury
department Third Liberty Loan or.
iiunizutlon, Judge Heed llnlloinan: department of agriculture, Austin I
f'rile and A. C. ("ooley, department of
labor, J. (). Miller; Woman's comit-- j
tee, Mrs. fleorge W. Pritchard;
American Red Cross, George F. Oxley
and Miss Clertrudo Vaile; food administration, Ralph C Ely: fuel administration, Donald V. Young;
Men, Lawrence F. Lee.
Each of the department representatives delivered short talks on the
work ami alms of their department.
A round table discussion of the work
followed and the meeting adjourned
until the afternoon session at 1:30
o'clock.
The organization represented at the
afternoon guetionul conferences were
the counXy council representatives,
woman's committee, state food ad-

r3r

i?
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Profiteering in wheat substitutes
Certain Albuquerque retailers are profiteering in these comthis practice
modities and'., unless
censes the fod administration will
use a "big stick to force the retailers
to a fair- and poderate profit on
wheat substitutes.
This was the statement yesterday
of the state food administrator here,
who has opened an investigation on
the price which consumers are being
forced to pay for wheat substitutes,
use.

,

in an address yesterday morning
at the joint conference of state heads
of federal departments in connection
with the state-wid- e
war conference
which closed here last night, the state
administrator declared the food trd- ministration now is prepared to Invest- igato the prices of wheat flour substi-

tutes, principally barley, corn and oat
He declared the
meals and flours.
dealers have been selling these products at higher prices and at u higher
margin of profit than they were selling
wheat flour. This has been permitred
in the past because the Jobbers a id
dealers were tumble to buy in carlot
quantities and the purchase' of smaller
lots necessarily ran the cost up, owing to the higher cost of transportation.
Millers Kxpoct High Profits.
"The millers have been exacting a
higher margin of profit than they received on their wheat flour," the administration said. "()f course the eleministration, agricultural authorities ment of haszard to their products enup food products (extension service tered into consideration and the cost
of the state college( county agricul.
of
special machinery for
turul agents and home demonstration the installing
manufacture of the substitute pro
agents), boys' working reserve, pubWith the
lic service reserve, Red Cross, public ducts was another factor.
health and medicine, war savings substitutes virtually unknow
ers faced the probability that their
men and publicistamps,
products would not sell and placed a
ty department.'
high margin of profit on them to inResults
As in the morning session the vari- sure protection.
"Producers of corn meal should be
ous representatives discussed the accomplishments of their organizations able to sell their product at not more
of the price of
and plans for future work. Principal than three-fourtamong the speakers in their respective wheat flour. Oatmeal products should
sections were Col. It. E. TwitchellJ le still lower. White corn flour and
who discussed the speakers' bureau of barley flour should not be higher than
the public service reserve and Hallettitrom 10 to 15 per cent less than wheat
Kaynolds of Las Vegas, who explained flour. Dealers now can buy their pro- the work of the War Savings Stamp ducts in carload lots and the food ad
li partment.
ministration is urging that they buy
The conference opened Thursday on
regulated markets from which ex- afternoon with a ''keynote session"
profits have been squeezed out."
at which two national speakers dis- csbAccording
to the officials the food
cussed America and her relation to
administration has determined, to
the war and the organization work of force
the prices of all substitutes
the stute councils of defense.
At the evening meeting Thursday down. It is their purpose to hold the
Oovernor W. E. Lindsey presided. The retailers to theame margin of profit
oat and barley produ ts as
principal speaker was Lieut. Paul Per. on corn,
igwd of the French army. The officer (hey were receiving on wheat flour.
told in his .fjldierly manner of what They have issued an appeal to the
France has endured In the war and public to inform them of any excess
declared that "France loves 'America prrfits which are being ninde or of
and f bring her warmest greetings." excess charges by Albuquerque dealHe. gave interesting details regarding ers. The state administrator declares
lila life in the army and interpolated some dealers in Albuquerque
are
his remnrks with stories of the charging much more for these protrenches which kept the Interest of ducts than is equitable. Corn meal,
his audience at the highest point. they say, o fthe highest class can be
Oeorge F. Oxley also delivered an purchased by the jobbers for $f a
address on the work of the Rod Crqns hundred.
Wheat flour can be purand a discussion of Its finances.
chase! from the wholesalers for $.'.4ft.
The price of corn products in the past
LIBERTY BONDS SELL
has not only failed to reflect this difFOR LESS THAN PAR ference but has even ranged higher
than the price of wheat flour.
"Profiteering will not be tolerated,"
tar ManwiN jouwil
iuiio wihi
the administrator said. "Wn do not
.New. York, May in. The new Libto have, to use 'force to bring
erty Ucihds, the third issue bearing expect
4
per cent interest and listed" for the dealers into Iie but if force is
the first time on the stock exchange necessary we will adopt such means as
today sold ulmost a. point below par the dealers force us to use."
nt the opening Within the first twenty minutes of trading two blocks of PLANS FOR SELLING
the bonds, one of $1107, 000 par value
1918 WOOL CLIP NOT
and the other of 100,000 were sold
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AT Till'. Till". ATFI5S TODAY.
pea ranee and her iiiannec are liolh
"IS"'
Theater "1'y
Wbitlaker's most striking. She is inlike anybody
Ward, a five-pa- rt
rei tection i u in re, you ever :iivv before in a motion pic- with Shirley
Mason as the star: tore. It would be dif , ult to ib scribe
"Sweeter Than Xew Mown Hay"; an her. Hiie Is just Dor liliua.
other episode of "Vengeam -- and
"Tlie Naulahka" K es an insight

Four-Minu-

Chautauqua

L

STARTS- -

Show Good Spirit When
Leaving for Fort McDowell;
March to Station Led by
Band From Indian School,

.

must stop.'

they must necessarily

Albuquerque

SENT

lyien

I

Two-da-

At tho conclusion yesterday after,
noon of the sectional conferences of
tho war workers and representatives
Mex01 war organizations, the New
ico Statewide War conference closed
a
session here. The conference was hold under' ausnices of the
New Mexico council of defense and
attracted many visitors from various
cities of the slate as well as four
national speakers from Washington,

m
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10,000 Testimonials From Slolliem
h6 have nuwuasfulty tisei
(ft rhlldren

Mother Oray's Hwpet Powrtera for eh)Ulren.
mnv and reKulafte the bowels, relieve
Thy
FeveriKhneM.
Teethln(f (tUorilvl'H, constlptt-linwnrmi and frequen.
heaaehefl, ileiiti-otly hreuk up cohlii. Chllib-e- like them. For
M yearn- Mother (.lray'M Nweet I'owderH for
t'.htlUren have been the safe un,l reliable
remedy in time of need. Mothers should
never be without a box In the hou-flfor Immediate use. At. rirutfffltittf everywhere. 2!c.

nm

hair

Sage Tea and Sulphur Turns
Gray, faded Hair Dark
and Glossy.
-

.

Almost

everyone

knows

that

Sage
Tea and Sulphur, properly compoundback
the
color
and
natural
ed, brings
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
or gray. Years ago the only way. to
get this mixture was to make It at
and trouble
home, which is musey
'
some.
any
"Nowadays we simply aK at SulSage and
drug store for "Wyeth's
You
will
a
Compound."
get
large
phur
e
bottle of this
recipe improv-hthn addition of other Ingredients
at very little cost. Everybody uses this
uretiaration now, because no one can
possibly tell' that you darkened your
liair as n aoes u so naiurauy una
evenly. You dampen a sponge or soft
"brush with It and draw this through
old-tim-

v

strand at
your hair, taking
a time; by morning the gray, hair disanother
after
and
applicaappears,
tion or two, your hair becomes- - beauyou
tifully dark, thick and glossy, and and
look years younger. Wyeth's Sage
a
is
Compound
delightful
Sulphur
toilet requisite. It la not intended for
the cure, mitigation or prevention of
one-smal-

fSiMatt.

.'.

'.;'

on

the greatest win
the platform. Tins

man conies to us with a variety of experiences and narrow escapes frivni death (Willi
a
thirteen
and
wounds)
thrilling story told in a manner unequalled by any nthei
war lecturer.

HARRIET BIRD WARREN
Of the
American
Ambulance
Corps win will tell about the
lied Cross work, not from
hearsay, but ironi a year's
actual experience in the front
line hospitals.

CHAPLAIN
E. H. L0UGHER
Just leturned from Franco
where he went as a member
of the American Uetl Cross
commission a brilliant Lecturer and a man with a life
of 11, rilling experiences.

wiVil-in-

win

THE MARR

.ENTERTAINERS
Not

musicians,

professional

lint three men with war

rec-

ords who slug, play the
piano, trumpets, mouth organ, and drums just like the
fellows In the trenches do it.
They tell you the songs, stories and experiences
of the
lighters "over there." Thif
program Is arranged to show
in
how the soldiers.
even
their strenuous life, take their
time for their fun and music
amidst all the din and danger
"f

'

Phil-jlip-

DAVID FALLON

Proclaimed

the-dea- l-

Four-Minu-

SVlay 11

Patriotic Features at
Chautauqua

last
night handed
Albuquerque
Kaiser Pill another slap in the face,
and fun her reduced his chances :'or
victory when she sent to Port McDowmen who will
ell, Calif., twenty-fou- r
ho into training for the national army.
The men mobilized yesterday for
first and second roll calls. At t
o'clock last night they marched to
their train led by the Indian school
band. As the procession neaivd the
station a mighty cheer broke from
mora than 1,000 persons who had
gathered, to witness the departure.
The men marched the full length of
the station platform where they halted while the band played the "Star
Spangled Panner." Fvery man in the
large crowd stood at attention with Iris
head bared until the close of the anthem when cheers again broke forth.
The men themne!p s seemed in the
best of spirits and one might have
thought they were going to a picnic
rather than to the grim business of
eviwar. One lutmoroiiH incident
denced the spirit of the men. From
an almost deserted portion of the station platform suddenly rose loud
and the sounds of great grief. A,
closer inspection showed several men
tagged as were ail of the draft
gathered In a little group weeping '.') as though their hearts would
break.
"What's the matter boys, are you
ik a red?" asked a
sympathetic by-

the Woman."
into Kipling's India that
reels .'ible. It has bet-j- supirbly
Crystal
Optra IIoum'-T- a
rti-each of the following serials
"Die with many great s t",
for the
.
Mystery .Ship," "The l.pst Fxprcss" picture at large
ami "The Master Code."
"The AT Till'. l.YISIC.
Ideal
Theater U peating
j Na ula ha Ua," wit h Antonia
star of
Moreno ar.,1
t'luirming Viola
,r i,l
ile luxe,
Metio's special
liiiiulilino in the title rob u.
'whii li in ai, earing at
lyric Theater Viola liana will "lilito
in "ltlue Jeans"; alsoi the l.vric theater f. r (h,. last time to- - stander.
again be seen
'
"Scared!" said, one. "Certainly we're
will repeat good comedy.
Iday, is surrounded by a superior cast,
not scared. This is the kaiser's funPastime, Theate- r- The great patri- !in this adaptation of Joseph
famous nieloilraiiia. Mis Dana eral," then the little company broke
otic production, "For the Freedom of
v
heroine, into a hearty laugh.
the World." with a reel of "Pathel lays June, the delightful
Touches of PiiiIiok.
Weekly News on the side will be rc - jaud opposite her, in the role of Perry
Interspersed .however, with the gen'prated today, All "slackers" will be Haseom, is Robert Walker. Mr.
Walker has appeared in lending parts eral manifestations of cure free abandadmitted free today.
wondertin nearly all of the Metro
on. Were a few touches
of pathos.
AT TIIK "U."
Puna, and was Here and there a little mother stood
"plays starring Miss
I'.di-j
The main
attraction at the "I!" formerly in her stippoit with the
apart, struggling to keep back the
theater is "Cy Whittakei's Ward." fol- son company,, as wa A' g istus
tears. Just before tho men entrained
who has the pari of Jack lias- the friends and relatives
lowed by another episode of "Vengathered
'
ami I'Dlll,
Woman.
the
geance and
about the train for a last farewell und
Clever Salty. Crnle has the import- "Sweeter Than Xew Mown Hay."
many a woman turned away with bow- Uu
!.',,.
til., o.lvell
This is the day of clean politics, ,.,-- ....,
whether they pertain to those of the turrss. Miss Crute appeared as Mrs. !e(1 nf,a''Th(' llain whi''n
nrrli1 the men
nation or of the small town, and ar. (laden in "A Wife hv Proxy," with!
carried, a number from points
interesting contest between an auto- Mabel Taliaferro, and as Marv inl"1""
She has had north anil cast of here, all bound for
cratic political boss and a man who "The lleautiful Lie."
believes in rule by the people for the In distinguished eare r on stage Hid Fort McDowell. The drafted men who
people is shown in "Cy WhittaUer's screen. and is one of the screen's came from other points were given
d
their suppers In the dining rooms of
Ward," the last "Perfection
picture' favorite "vanil in s." She is a
h"r fist the Alvuriido and then again were refrom the Kdison studios, released lemer by birth, but.
singe experience m a Denver stock turned to their train.
through George Kleine system.
The five reels of this production are company.
Following are the men who com'
filled with situations thai keep one in
posed the contingent: Jacob (iallegos.
suspense until the last. Flashes of T TIIK I'ASTIMF.
Transito Oonzales, Carlos Domlnguez,
The American l.egionccs, or course,
humor and touchc of pathos play
Pediy Paeii, Mariano Aragon, (I. I).
Hi"
Canadian
uniform,
an-wore
shadow
screen
regular
lik,
the
light
iupon
Nizzl, Charles A. Wheeler, Tomns Horwas
them
le,l
what
this
but
of
Hie
flag
lakes
Mason
tiny
part
Shirley
valor and bravery rent, Porfecto Martinez. If. S. Hate-maKmily Thomas, the little girl, around on to
Stanley P. Carson. Manuel !.
'whom the politicul storm rages. Wil - under lire which won for many of
la stowed by l'.ng-tai- Paca, Nick Tancredi. Jose flarcla,
liam Wadsworth is the retired sen cap-- j thorn decoration
flutierrez. A. P. Waugh, SoloCyrus W alker, under land's king, and for many more that
Captain
whose capable and bontst direction decoration which if not quoted very mon Madrid, W. I. Johnson, Frank
Pen man, Juan Paca, and Herman
ih little
com, lit a ted politics are often in army
Hayport's
The following were sent to
ill ko is the ))! cross on a hillside which means Chavez.
out Joseph
unscrupulous, grafting ciemb: r of eon - more potently than anvil, lug else that camp from oilier points but are credIgress and Hie principals am ably sui- - ,a soldier has done his work and done ited, to Pernalillo county, VV. It. Kvans.
Duliith, Minn.; A. 1!. S'nchlin, Fort
ported by a singularly wclf .uboson it well.
I,, in or tile norm
is Worth, Tex.; A. A.
"For, he
cat!t,
Thompson, Oallup.
"''
Inn epoch of th-- w:A and the? play will N. M. Men who
.
accompanied the loca.1
AT Till IKI-- VI,.
be seen for Hie last time today at the contingent but who are credited to
e
II will tell to
Willi Antonio Moreno in Pastime tluatei.
other boards are: J. p. Oareia,
t,
will
our
what
"The
in
boys
lions
America
Pathe
Naulahka,"
play,
great
Aria.; C. Itivera, I.as Vegas, N
will
It
show
to
will
which
behnvo
through.
Kudvnrd
go
by
Kipling,
M.: Nestor I, open, Socorro, N. M.
shown nt the Ideal theater today onl. them) the glorioiisness of fighting for a
Achilla! Aiithemnn, who was to have
is Iloraldinc. the famous Ooraldina, uj great cause, and the beauty even of
when il.alh has as Its purpose accompanied the local contingent," failwoman of the most remarkable per- ed to
and last nighl had not
sonality, who lias achieved a note- - the preservation of the freedom' of notifiedappear
thp local board of his wherewoman-Neof
in
an
and
the
as
cess
su
ixotie
sanctity
bumtmity
worthy
abouts.
York and in this picture prov f hood.
Those are l1"- tilings fot which the
that she is an actress of exceptional
gam of the Canadian SAMMIES HELP FRENCH
When you s e her on tire American
ability.
screen, if you do not already know army fought, and those are the things
IN SUCCESSFUL RAID
her history, you will at once ask, for which our own army will soon be
-'
for
apher
Is
"Who
she, anyway'."'
struggling.
'
MOIN,l JOUNL I!CIL LltllD
With the American Army In France,
of
month
the
May.
for
mended by various varnish and paint team captains
Way 10 (by the Associated Press).
Annouiiceni, at was inade that tho The American artillery partlclputod
FULLY WORKED OUT dealers throughout the country as an
now
are'
s
effective,
rat,
und the American infantry lent some
expert in her line. She spent some usual summer dollai
s for a membership assistance In a
Four
successful French .raid
factories,
Ycstorday morning's Journal carried lime in the
Is
This
arrangement
In the Apreinont forest, northwest of
an announcement (o the effect that studying the manufacture and use of until October
wluv
Join
desire
lo
Tool, at dawn today. The American
the government proposed to buy its this varnish and is thoroughly capable made for those
hot w iithir only so tin t batteries,
wool only at the usual points of dis- (o give excellent Instruction regarding during-thacting with the French arof
the
tbty may enjoy the privileges
tillery, in a heavy two hours' bom
tribution, fairly near consuming ren- the us2 of this varnish.
showers and plunge.
bardment were showered With
ters, leaving the impression that local
gas
The Whitney Hardware Company is
shells by the flcrmnns.
dealers would not be permitted to
orin
free
demonstration
the
buy staging
MEXICO
NEW
EASTERN
und ship wool as in thy past.
women may
der that Albuquerque
SIX INJURED WHEN
Yesterday a Morning .Journal re- nave tin opportunity to become famiFARMERS FIND BEAR
porter interviewed Louis Ilfeld, who liar with the use of varnish in the
TRAIN HITS FUNERAL
perhaps Is as well posted on the wool
GRASS PAYING CROP
situation as any man In the southwest. home. Miss Taves will show how the
und varnishes arc used In enam
(V WONIN JOUANAL PCtft LIAWn Wia
Mr. Ilfeld stated that so far us he
MVCIA, COMP'ONNrl 0 MOKNINO JOUHNM.I
Kl Paso, Tex., May 10, A Southern
knew, no decision has been reached as eling bath rooms, varnishing furnit
Ai..
10.
HarvestN.
May
Portnles,
to how the we.nl clip is going to be ure, graining floors, Interior decorat ing and shipping bear grass to fiber Pacific train struck an automobile
handled. "We are endeavoring to ar ing and many other uses to which the factories has developed into an im funeral here late yesterday, injiuling
range for local dealers to handle smul. product has been put. She will dem- portant industry
in
eastern ' New six passengers in ono of the funeral
onstrate
as
the
as
navo
products
months.
few
The fac- cars. The closing was hidden from
Mexico
the
last
mcy
wis,
always done," said
Mr. Ilfeld. "i do not think it is the an aid to spring house cleaning and tories have been so well pleased with view by another automobile preventintention mat all wool shall go to will confere with any housewife who i.he results in obtaining
fiber from ing the driver of the car from seeing
eas.ern markets before It can be sold. desires special information.
bear grass that they now hove men the approaching train. All will reI believe I will have a telegram as
in the field investigating other varie- cover.
soon as a decision is reached."
ties of tho common yucca. The fiber
dackwin Ctten tn Army.
This in no way casts any reflections 34 NEW MEMBERS WERE
of the hear gran has proved adapted
Chicago, May 10. Joe Jackson,
to the manufacture of sacks and this
upon the message received by F. .V.
TO
LIST
ADDED
is stimulating the demand for tho hea; K'ugging outfielder with the Chicago
Graves, from Washington, as quoted
in yesterday morning's Journal. It
MONTH APRIL grass. Buyers are located at a largo Americans, was today ordered by his
DURIN
number of stations and buy the' grass exemption board in (Ireenville, s. C.,
probably is the intention of the govhis home, to- appear before the nearernment to buy all wool nt 6er:iiin
dinner either cured and baled or green.. At est
The monthly membership
draft board ami be examined for
eastern markets. Gut it is relieved held at "the' Y. M. C. A. last night was nil Important loading stations may be
seen large drying ground
It is lijto-l- y military service. President Comiskey
here that arrangements can lie made quite well attended.
for dealers throughout the state to
that several hundred cars will have of the Chicago club was advised that
The reports showed- - that tho teams
buy wool as in the past and ship it headed by Drs. C, II. Conner and W. been shipped by the end of tho season. Jackson had been tentatively placed
in the list of the now draft men to he
.
east for reselling.
Sheridan brought in an equal numcalled belween May 2!i and June 1.
CALL FOR BIDS
ber of memnei's, seventeen, duringthe
CO. .
month of April. The total memberSealed .proposals for material and
Cause or Ilcaduclie.
ship of the local association now is Inbor towards the construction of a
Py knowing the cause a disease may
REPRESENTATIVE
729.
new Catholic church edifice at Helen. often be avoided. This is particularly
Following the service of the dinner N. M., will be received by tho under- true of headache. The most common
AT LOCAL STORE
that signed until May 24, 1918. Plans and cause of headache Is a disordered
Secretary Penning announced
the new serrelaiy, Lynn Fox, would be specifications can be had from Happ stomach or constipation, which may
Miss Adaline Taves, a representahere shortly before the end of May Pros., architec.s Santa Fe, N. II., and be corrected by taking a few doses of
tive of the
Manufacturing so as to be rend to assume his secre- A. C. Collier, pastor, Helen, N. M. Chamberlain's Tablets. Try it. Many
obtained permanent relief
company and an expert in the uses of tarial duties on i(iine 1. Mr. Penning Certified check to the ajnount of others have these
Tablets.
by tuklng
They are
varnish and stains, will today conasked that the members of tho asso- $200 to accompany every proposal. easy
to take and mild and gentle In
of
these ciation get behind Mr. Fox and give light of rejecting each and all bids effect.
duct a free demonstration
'
paints at the Whitney Hardware Com hira the same loyal support they have reserved.
RECTOR OF TUB CHVRCH
OF Journal Want Ads Pay Because
pany's store. Miss Taves conducted given the. retiring secretary.
'
James J. Haney and William li.
a demonstration yesterday.
OUR I.ADT,
Hoffman were appointed membership
Everybody Reads the Journal.
The young woman is highly recom
Belen, N. M,
,
i

Today,
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MAJOR MARR, Singer,
who Comet to Chautauqus.

These alone would be worth the price of the season
ticket, even if the program did not include Camera's Band,
"The Climax," the Premier Artists, John Ratio, The Ladies'
Regimental Orchestra, Dr. Irn Landrith, and numerous
other attractions.

-
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Jr.; Fliner Thompson,
Mrs. Mary Kinuc, Robert E.
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An Old Trick in Effort fo Con- -

fuse English Results in Germans Being; Mowed Down
by Machine and Rifle Fire,

'
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mil-th-

PreH-cot-

cV-it-

,
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With the Hrltisli Army in Franco,
May 10 (by Cic Associated Press).-Th- e
temporary success of the
cost Ihoni dearly, for they suffered heavy casualties from the rifle
and machine gun fire which was poured into them as they advanced up the
was underThe operation
slopes.
taken at about daybreak and shortly
afterward the enemy attempted to
advance against the I'.rilliih lines east
of Pouzicourt, ubout '.',0(10 yards to
the north
Mere als i the Uritish were
holding defenses on the high ground,
which Jhe invaders coveted because Us
occupation would give them a hotter
position to work from ft..- any big attack.
The gray coats advanced shouting
"Itotire!" it was an obi trick in the
hope of confusing the Hrltish. The
defenders responded
wllh such a
grilling fire that the Clerinans note,'
on their cry and fell back, leaving
many dead anil wounded behind.
Tfie artillery fire was very heavy
The air service on
south of Arras.
'both sides were very active throughwero
out the day as the conditions
ildeal for observation.
There wus
Oer-ma-

Make that skin-trouble vanish

Don't tic a martyr to eczema or any
such itcliinj:, burning
any longer, l'ut tin end to the suffering
with Kcsinnl Ointment. In most cases
it gives instant relief and
quickly clean
llie eru)tion away.
n

D

1

Ointment lias been prescribed success- fully by doctors for many years, In the
treatment of even severe and stubborn-skiand scalp troubles.
All Jrnsiisl.i sell Ruinnl Ointment. Fi umplt
Inc. write lo Dept.
Rcrinol. Uiltimort. Md.
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Last Half of 1917Taxes
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DELINQUENT
JUNE FIRST

CHI-NAM-

Call at Treasurer's Office, County Court
House, or Mail Check to

el

O. A. MATSON
COUNTY TREASURER.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,

FOUR

BILES

TIMELY

Saturday, May

11, 1918.

PIRATES BREAK

They're forgetting Wrestling in Japan
And Wrestlers Have Taken Up Baseball

CLEVELAND

L

Hit

Will Present the

Washington; Sox
Begin Eastern Trip by Win- -:

Win From

ning From Athletics,
mnihi journal mcial List wi
10. Opportune
Washington, May
hitting gave Cleveland victory over
Coveleskie was effectiv-- ;
Washington.
with men on bases. With a storm
the game was called at the
end of the eighth inning on account
Score:
of dark nets.
Cleveland.
All. R. IT. PO. A. T..
far

Chapman, ss
Turner. 31,
Speaker, rf
Itoth, if

3

2

1

3

1

1

ft I

S

(fy

WamljHganns,
Williams, lb
Wood. If
O'Neill, c .
Coveleskie, p

.

..29

Totals

if

lavan,

Milan, cf

.

ZACOBtil

Hchitlte, if
Shanks, If
Judge, lb ...
Morgan, 21,
iKoster, "It
Casey, c .
Shaw,

.

.

.

.

Harper,
Craft,

j.
.

p

'

ik$K

ii

Mi

it

u

i

(i
n

y

1

(I

n

0
n

0

1

1

32
Tntnla
Ran for Milan in seventh.
H
Score by Innings:
113 201 o
Cleveland
Washington . ...000 101

13

earthy
Fletcher,
lllolke, lb
j
'

'
1;

Takano Yaiiui. famous .lapu iicse

The

Roth. Stolen
r,aBf,
Turner, Roth. Sacrifice
Turner Wood, Chapman, Williams,
Eases on balls Off Shaw 1, Harper1.
4
Struck out By Shaw 2, Harper
pitch-- j
Craft 2, Coveleskie 3. Innnlngs
Craft 2.
Harper 3
td Shaw 2

hits!

"" I'liiladeliiliin

M

rcst!

plavinir

Letbold, cf
Weaver, ss

3

2b
If

0

Itisberg,
Jackson,

STANDING

be-

PO. A.
3

0
1

1

3

.

5
.

New York

Chicago

Pittsburgh

Cincinnati
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
St.

Jameson, if
Kopp. If
Walker, cf
Burns, lb
Gardner, 3b
Davidson. 2 b
Dugan, s
Shannon, ss

o

o

11

.523

11

.4 21

12
15
14

.308

11

-

!)

5
2

2

a tyii-

ll

4

2

3

33 15
It. II.

003

200 000 001
.mo ooo ool 02

AT 3 P. M.

MATINEE

Mush' furnished by the Indian
School Hand.

Come for a Good Ha! Ha!

-
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COAST LEAGUE

PACIFIC

HELD:

1

Angeles 1 : Vernon 0.
Los Angeles, Calif,, May 10.
It. U. K.
Score:
1
5
7
litis Angeles
R
0
Vernon
Ilalteries: Fittery and Poles; Quinn
and llcvormer.

STATE

RECORD BROKEN

.2X6
.2153

and

Roswell

Albuquerque

P,
iiu rdu
owun&cai oun- tenders in Meet; Finals
Be Held Today,
n

.000

CU.-,-

nove

.:,ii
.r.i;.i
.524
.450
.44

v

PllbliC Opinion OppOSed

"tO

9

Champion
Will
Abide
He
by DeSays
cision of Promoter,
THY

1

1

I

.

Boston I: St. Louis I.
Boston, May 10. Boston broke its
losing streak by defeating St. Louis.
Mays held the visitors to five hits,
Davenport pitched the first five innings for St. I.ouis and was hit soundly. Shocker pitched the last three innings and gave one hit. Ruth played
left field for Boston but went hitless
Score by innings:
R. H. K.
0
U. Louis
5
100 000 0001
4
0
8
Boston
002 011 00X
Batteries: Davenport, Shocker and
Nunamaker; Mays and Srhang.

1

I

1
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What Is Rheumatism?
Why Suffer from It?
Sufferers Should Realize That
It Is a Blood Infection and
Can Be Permanently
Relieved.

Rheumatism means that the blood
has become saturated with uric acid
poison.
It does not require medical advice
to know that good health is absolutely dependent upon pure blood.
When the muscles and joints become
sore and drawn with rheumatism, it is
not a wise thin to take a little salve
and by rubbing it on the sore spot, expect to get rid of your rheumatics.
You must go deeper than that, down
deep Into the blood where the poison

--
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4

Wo have a splendid as-- ,
sortjncnl anil can make
Ilium iliate deliveries
which ho
something
may not he able to do

R. II K.

0002

000 lOx

4

1

7

1

4

la I

hits Burns,
Summary: Three-bas- e
King. Stolen bases Carry, Stengel.
Double plays Cutshaw,
Caton and
Mollwitz; Stengel and Mollwitz. liases
on balls Off Hamilton 1. Struck out
By Benton 4; Anderson 1; Hamilton
Innings pitched Benton", Anderson

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBHAWtt.
A.
H'"nd-j-

.

220-ynr- d

5

pittH-Yor-

f

mil in ttt-- and Uolil metallic
limn, sealed with Blud Ribboa. T
Take no other. Buy of jronir
SOLD

rl

LLHi lorUft
If K An If
Best, Safest, Always Reliable
BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

1I1AMIIN
vears known

Cincinnati.

&

AH. R H. PO. A. K.

...

2

L. Magee, '2b

Iiousch, cf .
S. Magee, lb
Griffith, rf .
Neale, If . .
Blaekburne, s
Wingo, c
Tony, p
H. Smith, x .
Schneider, p
Conley, p . .

3

5

0

0

2

0

12
o

1
4
4
0
0

0
0

.

ThS6 tiny CAPSULES
are superior to Balsim
of Copaiba, Cubtbt or
Inlectiom.and

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

1

.

In

RELIEVES

(MIDY)

-

24 HOURS th Vtame disease! without Inconvenience.
Sohl bv oil tirttrigtit.

LUMBER

0

11 27 18
Totals
x Batted for Tony in eighth.
Paints, Oils, Glass, Maltliold Roofing
and Building Paper.
St. Louis.
LUMBER
AB. R. H. PO. A. K. J. C. BALDRIDGE
0
o
Smyth, rf
s. . . 3 1 2
COMPANY
'. . 5
0
2
0
0
J. Smith, cf
0
0
4
f 5
0
Baird, 3b
4
2
0
0
0
Cruise, If
3G

4

1

1

1

1

PauloJe, lb
Betztl, z
Gonzales, lb

4
0

0

Q

Hornsby, ss
Niehoff, 2b
Snyder, c
Ames, p

4
4

0
0
0
0

4

1

3

0

.10
0
0
0
2

0

0

0

0

0
0

2

3

5

ft

0

5

4

0

1

3

1

0

2

0

4

1

3

THE WM.
Wholesale
I HI. MI

and

FARR COMPANY
Retail Dealers In
MEATS

SALT

AND

Sausage a Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the
.Market Prices Are Paid

Ruling

DUKE CITY

Totals
.36 4 I 1 2q IS
Ran for Pauletto in elubth.
Score by innings:
it. H K.
001 000 031 5 9 2
Cincinnati
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
St. Louis
000 120 010 4 11 2
Two.base hit Magee.
Summary;
Three-bas- e
hit Smith. Stolen bases 220 West Gold.
Baird 2 Griffith. Sacrifice hits-SConley. "Double plays Wrlngo
and Groh; Hornsby, Niehoff and
I'aulette.; Blackburn and Groh. Bases
on balls Off Tony 1, Schneider
2,
Ames 3. Innings pitched Tony 7,
Conley 2, Schneider none (none out in
eighth). Struck out By Tony 4,
Ames 2.
z

Phono 446.

mith,

Hudson for Signs I
Wall Paper

AMERICAN
At
At
At
At

Hudson for
Picture Frames

ASS0CIATI0NJ

Indianopis 4; Columbus 7.
Louisville 9; Toledo 0.
'
St. Paul 6; Milwaukee 0.
Minneapolis 4; Kansas City

Fourth St.

anil

Copper

Ave.

0.

Wallace Hesselden
WESTERN

5

1

'.

Albuquerque Gas &
Electric Company

ineinnaii
St. Ixniis 4.
St. I.ouis, May 10. A single
by
C'fib In Iho ninth cmt'cl Wlmrrt wilh
the run that gave Cincinnati victory.
It was the fourth game in as many
days won In the last inning. Score:

220-yar-

220-ynr- tl

PAN

that will give you the

forty-fourt-

Can-telo-

sea-

probably the one thing
most comfort at the least
cost during- the long sum-

.

zPatted for Rodriguez in ninth.
xxRatted for Benton in eighth.

Groh,

r

She wanted to go to Hie

4

Totals

3b

s.y--

shore and In- - wauled to go to
the inoiiiilains. They oimpro-luisoi- l
by buying an

1

4

y

rr.

The latest version of the
old story is this:

I

SAYS DDL. MILLER:- -

San I'raiit'isco I: Suit l ake 2.
San Francisco, Calif., May 10.
It. H. K.
,
Score
4
2
1
Suit Lake
0
8
4
San Francisco
Kvans and Konnick;
Bat'.eiies:
ii'Doiil and Ilroooks.
1

0

0
0
0
o

Pittsburgh ....300

: Sacramento I.
Oakland
7
.4 38
Paciaiuenlo Calif., May 10.
MOHNINC JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIC)
R. II. K.
:
7
Despite the strong wind which blew
Score
,3fiS
Chicago. .May HI. Col. ,1. C. Miller,
11 12
across university field yesterday after- - Oakland
manager of the propposed heavy2
was lowered Sai raniento
7
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY noon, one stale record
weight
championship fight between
in ,he preliminaries of the interschol- and
Murray:
Patlcries:
Wiilanl and Fred Fulton on July
Plough
lis
astic meet. The finals will be beldj Pienton and Masterly.
I, tonight called oft' the bout because
nation- - i, ijac.rr..
th.s afternoon, beginning at 2 o'clock.;
found public opinion opposed to it.
i;c
Boston a; Chicago.
d
The state record for the
Wiilanl and Fulton have been
Both
Philadelphia at St. I.ouis.
dash, which was lowered to 23
notified of his decision, Colonel Fuller
Hrooklyn at Cincinnati.
reeonds by Smaulding of Albuquerque,
ASSOCIATION J announced. Willard, in a statement
New York at Pittsburgh.
SOUTHERN
last year, was made by lUissett of,
;oni glit, declares that he will
AMI KICAX I.KAfM F.
yesterday.)
5
seconds
22
in
Roswell
Fulton,
abide
by .Milbrs decision.
.Judging from the way Roswell and Awho is in California, was notified
AMERICAN' I.KAGI't
1.
At
2;
Chnttanoo'ga
in
different!
the
Birmingham
lbuquerque finished
telegram.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
At New Orleans 1; Little Itotk 5.
'events, the finals this afternoon will
"r inning public opinion in opposi.
St. Louis at Boston.
3.
schools
At
Nashville
two
Atlanta
2;
be a contest between these
'.ion to the proposed world's heavyDetroit at New York.
4.
the
of
At Mobile 2; Memphis
for the permanent possession
weight hampionship battle between
Cleveland at Washington.
Spauhlmg cup.
Champion Jess Willard and Fred Fulwere
held
ton on July 4." Colonel Miller said in
n
only a part of the events
in the running high jump were
bis statement, "1 have called off the
cd its eastern invasion with a victory yesterday, as it was thought unneces-- I
Loveland,
nnil
Roswell;
Austin,
to hold preliminaries in even.s
bout. It was my firs effort in the
over New York. The Tigers hit
Fe: Smaulding', Miller and
Santa
hard and opportunely, while where there were only a few entries,
ptomotion of a boxing contest and on
Albuquerque.
ny part i, was sportsmanship that
New York was able to hit Dauss ef- The declamatory contest will be held
were:
Field!
meet
f
the
Officials
in
ball this morning at 10
I went Into n
one
Chess prompted my efforts.
fectively in only
inning, the o ltodeyan.
indues
Grcenleaf,
tin; oratorical contest at
clock
for the purpose of staging a
fou''"1 when linker hit a home run
finish
simply
the
lit
and
Scruggs.
Judges
and Pipp tripled, scoring on a wild S o'clock tonight.
Time, championship match.
The result of ;he events yesterday Green, .Mil, hell and Hoffman.
LeoWillard, in annoucing his decision
pitch. Bush's fielding featured.
and
Clark
tosenliach,keepers
anto nbldc by Miller's decision,
Score by innings:
It. H. I. were:
Clerk
Patlbn.
Announcer
pold.
r, 10
021 001 010
llio.yard Dash.
Detroit
Kldodt. Starter nounces tbqt he is ready to fight any
Richards.m.
Scorer
First Jieut Smaulding, Albuquer7
000 200 0103
New York
Van Devanter. Prof. A. O. Weese time that there should be a championque, won:, Jones, Roswell, aecond; was in
Batteries: Duuss and Yelle;
ship battle. His statement follows:
charge.
Sganzini, Albuquerque, third. Time,
"At the solicitation of Colonel MilIxive and Hannah.
10
seconds.
the ring to
ler l agreed to
Second best Rassett, Roswell, won: 10 CRACK
defend my title against Fred Fulton
JUNIOR SCHOOL BOYS,
Hale. Roswell. second: Miller, Albuwas under the impresORDERED TO GO TO POST on July 4.
the
querque, third. Time, 11 seconds.
sion that the public demanded
PREP FIRST TEAM, WIN
IN FAMOUS DERBY TODAY fight, so I consented. Now, however,
Dash.
AT INDOOR BASEBALL
First heat Smaulding, Albuquerit st ems that conditions have changed
que, won: Austin, Roswell, second.
W1HII
IBY MORNING JOURNAL
and that the public does not want me
PtC,''- 5
10
Time
seconds.
Louisville, Kj May 10. Ten of the to battle. I have placed the matter
The Junior schoool boys first team
Second heat Blake, Albuquerque, best
on the American turf, of matching me up to Colonel Miller
defeated the Junior employed
hoys
second. the pick of seventy nominations, are entirely. If he called off the bout, I
Albuquerque,
first team at indoor baseball nt the Y. won; 20Faw,
seconds.
carded to go to the post, tomorrow at shall abide by his decision,"
M. C. A. gymnasium last night, 5 to 3. Time,
I
h
Churchill Downs in the
Jasl.
The batteries were Stevens and Brlec.
heat Bassett, Roswell, won renewal of the historic Kentucky derby
First
and Bennlng and Budy.
Jones, Roswell, second; Covert, Daw. now the oldest classic In the world RIFLE CLUB TO HOLD
The prep first team defeated the son, third.
since the suspension of racing last
Time, 57 seconds.
12
9.
team
to
second
SHOOT NEXT SUNDAY
employed
junior
Second heat Austin, Roswell, won; year in Kngland.
The batteries were Schutt and Martin Sandoval,
The race is at a mile and a quarter
Albuquerque, second;
and Benjamin and, Gibson.
secThe Puke CUy Rifle club will shoot
and is worth approximately $20,000,
Santa Fe, third. 57
onds.
of which the winner will get about on the national guard range on SunJournal Wnnt Ads brine results.
$16,000, making It the richest .event day, May 12, Firing will commence
jow Hurdles.
First .heat Austin, Roswell, won: of the year, of the remainder of the promptly at 9 a. m. Fathers and
second; purse $2,500 goes to the horse run- mothers are invited to attend.
Horner,
Albuquerque,
Smaulding, Albuquerque, third. Time, ning second, $1,000 to tho horse finThe same sighting drills used in the
29
seconds.
ishing third, while the fourth horse big school at Camp Perry, O., will be
Second heat Sganini, Albuquer- saves his stalyos.
given free to all men of draft age, '
Of the ten entrants nine are colts,
que, won. Time, 30 seconds.
All who desire to participate afe
the only filly being; Viva America, and
Dash.
come early.
Fiist heat Bassett, Roswell, won; she is regarded as a doubtful starter. jicquestodi to
except
WW
will
117
pounds
lurks and which is not effected by Smaulding,
second.
cany
Albuquerque,
St. ,foo Iluys a Pilolicr.
salves and ointments. Jt Is important Time, 22 4.5 seconds.
Viva America with 112. and Kxtermi- 10. John
St. Joseph, Mo.,
May
that you rid yourself of this terrible
Second heat Sganzini, Albuquer- nator witli ll up, v
has
been purHenowitz, catcher,
will
disease, before it goes too far. H. S. S.
Cloud
K.
A.
War
Macombcr's
won.
Time,
American
is the blood- purifier that has stood que,
Al- - chased from the Columbus
probably rule favorite with K. D
Dash.
Association team by tho St. Joseph
the test of time, having been In conchoice.
second
cxander's
Kscoba
First heat Bassett, Roswell, won;
Western league club, to report nt once
stant use for more than fifty years. It
second.
will do for you what it has dour for Smaulding,
Pitcher Shields was released today by"
Albuquerque,
PoHtponed.
rrio
rheuTight
drive
the
thousands of others,
seconds.
Time, 22
10.'
The ten the ft. Joseph team.
Pa...
matic poisons out of your blood, makMay
Pittsburgh.
Second heat Miller, Albuquerque,
ing it pure and strong and enabling won; Hale, Roswell, second. Time, 24 round bout bctwecn'llarry Oreb,
lord to Jersey City.
it to make you well. S. K. H. Is guar- seconds.
scheduled to ho ought tonight
Jcrasy City, N, J., May 10. Harry
anteed purely vegetable. It will do the
New
of
Bartfleld
Those who Qualified In the running burgh, and Soldier
Lord, former third baseman of the
work end not harm the most delicate
broad jump were Stapelin and Love-lan- at Forbes field., the h,omc.of the Pitts-- ' Chicago Americans, will manage and
stomach.
club
Write the physician of this CompMy third base tor the Jersey City
Santa Fe; Jones, Roswell; burgh national league, baseball
pany and let him advise with you. Smaulding, Millop apd Sanchez, Albu- was yoslponed late today on account International league team, it was said
Is
without
charge. querque.
Advjcp
furnished
of cold weather. It was announced the today. Lord will take charge Of the
Address Swift Specific Company, 435 ,. Those who
qualified for the finals Uout would be held tomorrow night. club in the near future,
Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
S

2

"

Score by Innings:
000 002
New York

i

Pet.

o

o

Caton, ss
Mollwitz, lb
Carry, cf . .
Stengel, rf
Cutshaw, 2b
.
King, If
McKechnip,
Schmidt, c .
Hamilton, p

BOUT CALLED OFF

Ijc.s

nm. yttM'flf
KtWft

o

o

ATI. IX. H PO. A.

WILLARD-FULTO- N

TTr-to-

3

4

rwtroit S; New York 3.
New York, May 10. Detroit open- -

:1

is shown

i

4

r,
Chirn im
io
Summary: Twojiase hit J. Collins.
Homo runs Wulker, Burns 2. Stolen
bases J. Collins, McMullen, Schalk.
Sacrifice
hi.s Weaver,
Jackson,
Murphy. Sacrifice fly I,eiboId. Buses
on balls Of Gregg 5. Struck out
I.
By Faber 1, Gregg 8, Danforth
DanFaber 8
Innings pitched

1

cenlrr

oi

.521!

i.kaci'K.
I

In llic

'

6
'

Totals
Score by innings:

'

12

12
13
0

liinK.

220-yar-

r.

,.

Oregg, p

forth

9

W.

.

c

Philadelphia

0

7

Mi:itr
Cleveland
Hoston
Chicago
New York
Washington
St. I.ouis
Detroit
Philadelphia

.lion
.722

l.i

on is

il

i

ler, and goes to show how strong the
great American game Is going there.
.They have a baseball league of color Karl Crad-idas Slrangler
lege teams in Japan, including Waseda
Keiwo
I; arc in America,
(me member ot University, 'i'okio. University,
the nine has declared that next to University and Kyoto University. The
being champion wrestler of Japan he two first mentioned have toured the
would rather be the best baseball I'nited States and have given some
good American clubs a race for their
player in Nippon, which is some statemoney.
ment, coming from a Japanese wrest

.

5

8 P M.

IMtlsliurIi.

Pet.

.',

Poston

0
10 33 111
3K
I liihidi lphUl.
AH. R. H. PO A.F..

Totals

I

uro-t- l,

o

i

2

-

line of the really famous teams is
lib,- ToMn wrestlers' nine, every mem-- I
her of which is as well known in Jap-ia- n

PRELIMINARIES

g

W. L.
IS 2

e

hun-'dre-

OF THE TEAMS

NATIONAL I.r,A(il i:.

!ns

basc-jba-

s,

4

J. Collins, lb
Murphy, rf
McMullcn, 3b
Schalk, c
Faber, p
Dunfortli, p

Perkins,

1

5

of Japan

members of the profession hav clung
to old traditions even so far as wearwhich most Japaneso
ing
have discarded..
Hut even the Japanese wrestlers

victory over Philadelphia.
White Sox found Gregg for two runs
in the eighth and two more In the
eleventh after he had hrld them safe
in the early stages.
With two out in the first inning.
Walker and Burns both hit home
runs. Burns' drive cleared the left
Held wall, the first time this has been
of Shibc
accomplished In the history
1.
,UiAK ,.,nu ninpH in
... 1909. With
r,.,
wiuui
pain,
r'hin.Kxn lending in the ninth, Horns!
BOt his second home run, a drive into
the left fild bleachers.
11.
0

siort

His! ht. lianlai Zan. another
al .scene at a ,lupatic' niciliii.'4 liiai i h.

fii'Nl

been unable to withstand the lure
of baseball and they have formed a
number of ball clubs which vie with
the Japanese college teams for the
championship of the island kingdom.
In Japan this is regarded as the
first move of the Japs to change their
national sport from' wrestling to
anil it is meeting favor with
of thousands of natives.

ha
is

ot. as Is supposed by most Americans
Wrestli'iV
nor is it hari-kar- i.
is the oldest sport in Japan and thi

3.

Philadelphia, May 10. Chicago
eleven-inningan its eastern trip with an
Th

tlii"ag.
au. n

(lly Paul Piuniaii.)
time-honor-

I

hits;

e

17 ?

FRIDAY, MAY

f

Ttariden, c
Penton, p
xxThorpe,
Anderson, p

Totals
I.cl't.

hitsChap-

Three-bas-

THEATER

CRYSTAL

.

IzMc

1

8

I

AT THE

If

I'urns,

i

002

Summary:

t

victories. Hamilton, pitching- for Pittsvicburgh, scored his sixth straight
tory. He would have been credited
with a shut out had it not been for
beKing's muff of ,a short fly that
longed to Caton. This was followed
by a triipln,by George Hums and an
out at first, scoring the two New York
runs.
Pittsburgh' wont offer tlcnton at
the start cf the game and gathered,
'hreo runs on four lills in the first
Inning, aided by a wild throw. King's
triple and a single scored the other
run in the seventh, Score:
Now. York. ....
aii. u. if. po. a. m.
Young, rf
Kauff, cf

o;

1

24

Couple

Zimmerman. !!h
Rodriguez, 2b

z

man, Shotton, Judge.
Speaker 2. Williams,

v

ii

n

Two-bas- e

7

j

o
i

0

S

GroIVs
Single in
vasion;
Ninth Wins for Cincinnati,

....

C

2

li

1

1

sk

.

il

:

:

po.

3

2

4

Disputing

Pittsburgh, Pa., May 10 Defeat
tame to Sew York in the initial gome
of their western invasion, Pittsburgh
breaking the long string of New York

24

9

8

Washington.
All. P. ir.
Hhotton.

"

4
,

Loses the Initial
Game of Their Western In- -;
York

New

and

Opportunely

Orphanage

STREAK OF II. 1,

BERT SENATORS
Indians

St. Anthony's

Will

01

i

THE BOYS OF

At
At
At
At

LEAGUE

St. Joseph 2; Des Moines
Hutchinson 9; Wichita 2.
Omaha 4; Sioux City 2.
Topeka 9; Joplln 6.

General Contractor
We arc lit a position to give
more value for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM In
this vicinity.
Office With

3.

NOTICE.
.
To Whom It May Concern:
I will not ho responsible for any
bills contracted by anyone other than
QEORGE DIUFOOS.
myself.

:

I

The Superior Lum- ber & Mill Co.
PHONE

877

k,

.

LUMBER

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
423 NORTH FIRST STRFJST
..

-

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, May 11, 19 18.
"Timid" Boy Wins Ace
fo the War the Race
Honor in Few Weeks'
.
tit

FIVE '

.

All Producing Mines Not Profitable

for
Nexr
nit; vruutirnuiuriai ivumiiiaiiun
Ts

Interesting Figures" by Tax Board
IIPIOAt. COKNCSPONDINCS

TO

UonMtNtf JOURNAL)

Santa Fe, .May 10. All producing
mines are not necessarily profitable
mines. That Is brought out b figures compiled by Chief Clef',: Rupert
F. Asplund of the slate tax commission.
Mines in ten counties, tor instance,
last year produced $1,030, '21. 74 in
ores and coal, but it cost 1,.; 48,15 l.i
in expenses allowed by the state tax
commission, and that does not cover
all of the expenses by any means, so
that the loss as figured by the commission was $297,937.71. Vet, Close
mines must pay taxes on surface improvements and it is an open question
whether they can't be assessed on
their mineral acreage.
McKinley county, for instance, lias
coal mines that produced $G01,D65.8o
worth of coal last year but at an
cost of $807,600.85, or a loss of
20,03S. On the other hand, it had
mines that produced $889,57,2.76 in
coal at a profit of $138,095.08, the cost
being $701,477. OS. Hut altogether, it
did not pay to mine coal in McKinley
county last year despite the popular
notion of Immense profits in coal min-- ,
ing.
Crant County Conditions.
In Orant county, thanks to the operations of the Chino and other big
is
copper companies, the showing
more favorable, and yet there were
mines in Grant county last year that
produced $285,028.49 worth of ore and
did it at a loss of $47,1 89.49, for it
took $:!:i2,817.98 in allowed expenses
to produce the quantity of ore. However, there were mines, mainly popper,
in (Irani county that produced
worth of ore at a cost of
only $12,017,205.73, leaving a taxable
net production
of
$13,860,164.10,
which is not all profit by any meana.
Dona Ana' county mines produ ced
$890. 93 worth of ore at a cosl, of
$3,800, which is not a paying business
as a glance will tell.
Colfax county is one of the counties
where all the producing mines made
a profit, for a total of $7,970,008.52
whs produced at an allowed expenditure of $5,407,341.32, leaving to be
taxed lis net product $2,562,667.20,
but even that is a modest return .'or
from it must bo deducted
many
charges not allowed hy the tax
IMS

Production, Small Profit.

Luna county

produced

$17,770.02

worth of ore at an expense of
leaving a net product

,5

of
$2,534.27.
Lincoln county had no mines last
year that showed anything on the
profit side. Ore to the value of $1S,.
834.07 was produced but it cost
to produce it, leaving a net deficit of $4,614.22 without adding the
incidentals.
Otero county produced
$119,783.1 1 at an outlay of $103,788.56
ncv. of $.15,994.55 for.: taxaleaving
tion, while $47,170.83 was produced at
an expense of $55, 146.71 or a loss of
$7,975.88.
Itio Arriba county produced $8,4 7
at a cost of $5,397.75, leaving a net
of $3,039, and $219.51 at a cost of
$821. 00 or a loss of $602.09.
San .Tunn County.
San Juan county produced $1,420.50
at an expense of $987.60, leaving a
net of $432.90. Santa Fe county produced $549,742.49 at an outlay of
$430,1 31.86, leaving a net of
while $79,826.60 was produced
at on expense of $105,8S4.52, or a loss
of $26,057.92.
Sierra county, at one time the chief
mineral producer in New Mexico, re
$23,-448.-

$119,-610.6-

On Democratic Ticket

Most
Important Question in Arizona"

ports a net production of $124.90,
Socorro county produced $2.21 1.10 .39
at an outlay of $1,613,711.57, leaving
a net product of $597,395.82, while
$6,513.71 was produced at an outlay of
$7,828.07 making the loss $1,314. 96.
Torrance county produced $8,483.75
at an outlay of $5,040.39, leaving a net
of $3,443.30, and produced $7,021.47
at a cost of $8,526.75 or a loss of
Taos
$905.28.
county
produced
$2,242.19 a., a cost of $2,2S6.0fi, a loss
of $42.81.
Cndo Sam Mistnkcu.
i

Altogether, according

to

j

the reports

filed with the state tax commission
Under oath, the state last year proouceu )M,iu,,ui in coal and ores,
This is consider.' hlv 1p thoi ivhof
I'nited S ates geological survev re
ports, but the tax commission reports
are under oath and I'nele Sam there- fore must be mistaken to the extent of
more than $10,000,000, The net production that Is taxable Is . $17,303,-819.0- 5
derived from a gross of.
on which the expenses allowed total $20,300,318.21.
Ore and coal to the amount of
$1,050,223.74 was produced' at a loss
for the expenses allowed amounted to
$1,34.1,101.45 leaving a defilt of
-

i

F. ISaer of Mobile,
Ala', the newest American aee of the
air. shot down his "nuota"In ofa five
let-- j
(ierituuis since 'March 11.

Lieutenant Paul

ter to his father he says he has shot
down seven Germans since that dale)
but only five are crucially ereiiiieu.
i.-i
nn the Distinguished
Cri.ss. And his father says,
Service
LmiUne-l"Paul always seemed the
most tiinld of our four children."
Telling of an attack on him by
seven boehe fliers, kiouicnaiu jiaer
writes: "1 pointed my machine at the
closest one to me, and as soon as

I

on him I opened up with
and down he went.
machine
and
The rest of them. came at me
sure diil some 'scieiil itle retreat-- j
ing'."

HUN SUBMARIN E

gol liglit

i

BASE AT OSTE

-

rz-.

--

i

ALL BOTTLED

;n

ATTACK
W I 1.1. (.1

W AS

AKIKI

U

1-

-7

Kl'.CItl.T

W'IM

kPllt

secret

11
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London, May 10. The German submarine base cf Ostein) on the Belgian
coast has been blocked as a result of a
new "raid by Hritish naval forces, the
admiralty announce). The obsolete
cruiser Vindictive, filled with concrete,
has been sunk across the entrance to

VEILED WABNING
IS GIVEN

ill

the harbor.
The announcement follows:
BY THE I. W. W.
"Operations designed to close the
ports of Ostend and Zeebrugge were
successfully completed last night when
the obsolete cruiser Vindictive was
sunk between the piers and across the Excerpts From Documents and
channel to Ostend harbor.
"Our light forces have returned to
Records Seized by Governtheir base with the loss of one motor
ment Officials fiead Into
launch, which had been damaged and
was sunk by orders of the vice adRecords ,at Chicago Trial,
miral, to prevent it falling into the
hands of the enemy.
"Our casualties were light."
(sr MrrtNMia journal arieiAL uiasio wiasl
ChkaKo, May 10. Avieled warning
carthe
British
have
Apparently
to the Rovernment of the s'renntn of
ried out another raid on the German
Workers of the World
submarine bases on the Belgian coast the Industrial In mi article placed in
tamilar to the one on April 23, when was contalnml
so much damage was done to the har- the records todny hy the prosecution
trial of
in the seditions conspiracy
bor and works at Zeebrugge.
In the raid on Zeebrugge and Os- 112 lenders of the organization.
"We have shown the world how to
tend on April 23, the light cruiser Vin.
dlctive landed British storming par- block the machinery of justice," said
ties on the mole at Zeebrugge, the the article published in an official orattackers doing considerable damage gan on AiiRiist IS, 1917, when the
to the mole after storming the Ger- government contends
the anti-wa- r
man batteries. Commander
Alfred conspiracy was most vigorous.
n
The
plan and mass opCarpenter was promoted to be captain
for bravery In action.
position to unjust regulations would
slow-dow-

The Vindictive

was built

at

Chat- - work as well in detention camps us on

d
the job. The
knowledge
of punitive sabotage upon modern industry gives the militant portion of
the working class the power to stop'
or disrupt production at will.
"The membership of the I. W. V.
is conscious of its power and knows
how to achieve its end and Is dead
game to take whatever measures are
necessary to do so."
Too Many to Handle.
Another article said:
"There are too many of us for you
to handle, no matter how many machine guns, bayonets and gallows you
array against us. Just us our enemies
have done wo can do. .We also uro
the cunning of (he serpent to attain
our ends.
"If the merciless despots of Invincible government see fit lo throw aside
all law in opposing us, there is no
reason why we should not do likewise
in defending ourselves and if they see
fit to legalize the methods of the iron,
heel, they will legalize the methods
of the wooden shoe (sabotage).
"Fellow workers, the final battle Is
on. Find your places and be pre-

"Eat Plenty, Wisely, Without Waste."

FOOD ADMIN'ISTltATIOX

Buy Your Liberty Bond Today

HAWKINS
Fruits, Strawberries, Bananas,
Grapefruit, Apples, Oranges
NEW ARRIVALS
Peanut Bar and Brittle, pound
30c
20c
Squab Soup, No. 1 tins
Van Camp's Peanut Butter...
12
20c, 35c
Baby Lima Beans, No. 2 tins
,30c
Libby's Special Extra Pitted White Cherries
45c
Blue Label Sour Pitted Red Cherries
?.
'40c
Royal Purple Grape Juice
25c, 50c, 95c
Bass Island White Grape Juice..
40c, 75c
Wild Cherry Phosphate, bottle..
20c
Cream of Rice, something new,, package
...20c
25c
Young Mustard Greens, 2 lbs
Orange Marmalade,
(made like
jelly, fruit cut very fine; absolutely pure) for. . . .35c
c,

Cal-or--

non-bitt-

er

MEAT DEPARTMENT
Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton,
Liver, Brains, Sweetbreads,

choice Legs Lamb, Calf
d
Hens.

Home-dresse-

There Is a Difference in Corn Meal If You Want the
Best Ask for Our

RED STAR KILN DRIED MEAL
In 8

1--

2

and

24-l- b
sacks. We' also have Barley,
Rice and Corn Flour.

pared!"

"N

At about the time America entered
the war the membership was advised
that the United States attorney general advised everybody to keep his
mouth shut or he pinched.
That's
good advice in times of war, when
is
forced on the workers. They
slavery
should keep their mouths shut and
let the 'cat' (sabotage) do the work."

Phones

393394395

United States Food Administration Number

"

i

Man Who Closed Gap
and Saved British Army

USE THIS LAXATIVE!

list

F. H. JONES FILES
NOTICE OF APPEAL

El Paso, Tex., May 10. Notice? of
appeal lias been filed here by attorneys for Felix' It. Jones of Abilene,
Tex., convicted of tho
murder of
Thomas Lyons of Silver City, N. M
and sentenced to serve
twenty-fiv- e
years In the state penitentiary. Jones
was charged with having killed Lyons
on the night of May 17, 1917, when
ho came here from his ranch home
near Silver City to hold a business
conference.
His body was found the
next day in a canyon in Highland
park, a suburb.
The Jones case was one of the most
bitterly fought murder trials in the
history of tho county. Jones is In Jail
here. The appeal will be heard by
the court of criminal appeals at Austin.
More "Dope" Jn Coming.
Washington, May 10.
Secretary
Baker late today announced that he
had appointed Marlen E. Pew of the
committee on public information as
his personal press representative "for
the purpose of centralizing the distribution of Information to the public
with regard to the activities from the
war department."

The

druiiist will refund your money if it fails to

do as promised.

fi

NO INCREASE
Id tpitt of enormous

OYRUP DEPSIN

increased laboratory
due lo the Wer
the manufacturers of
Dr. Caldwell'e Syrup
Pepein are sacrificing
their profite and absorbi-

cotu

The Perfect JL Laxattve
FREE SAMPLES

Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin is the largest selling liquid laxative
have
If you
never ueed it, send
in America.
your address for a free trial bottle to Dr. W.
B. Caldwell. 46 Washington St., Monticello.
111.
If you have babies in the family send for
a copy of "The Care of the Baby."

ng; the war taie. eo
that this family Uxalive
may remain at the prewar price of 50c ana $1
So sold
a large bottle.
by druggists for 26 years

LAS VEGAS WOMAN'S
CLUB HOLDS ELECTION
('CIA. COffMf

POHDINCI

10 MOININ

JOURNAL

Fast Las Vegas, N. M., May 10.
Th Woman's club, at its regular an.
nual election, chose the following officers: President, Mrs. Frank H. H.
Roberts, firs, vice president, Mrs. Jefferson Itaynolds; second vice president, Mrs. K. A. Prentice; recording
secretary, Mrs. T. (J. Itodgers; eorre.
spending secretary, Mrs. Hallett Itaynolds; treasurer. Sirs. W. N. Rosen-

thal parliamentarian,

Mrs.

Dr. Caldweirs

A.

I).

of one or two teams being called lo
work on Sundays when desired; said
Sunday work, however, to be additional work and to be paid for pro
rata in accordance with bid. Each
and every one of said horses to wlegh
hundred
at least
twelve
(1,200)
pounds and the drivers thereof to be
d
men capable of performing the work required, and the dump
to
be
wagons
acceptable to the City
t
Engineer.
Said bids will be opened by the City
Commission at their special or regular
meeting to be held on or after May 22.
1918. and contract to be let to the
lowest and best bidder.
Each bidder Is required to deposit
a certified
check for ($25) twenty-fivdollars to insure the good faith
of the bid, said check to bo returned
when contract is entered Into,
The party whose bid is accepted
will be required to give bond in the
sum of five hundred dollars conditioned for the faithful performance of
able-bodie-

'Iliggins.
The club has endeavored in the
past fall and winter to carry on activities made necessary by wartime conditions, and its work bus been notably
successful. A musical program was
given Tuesday afternoon by several
children, under direction of Mrs. W. the contract.
(!. Haydou. Lieutenant (Jn gory of the
All bids to be directed to the City
food administration addressed
the Clerk and marked "Bias ror rurnlsh-in- g
teams and drivers," and must be
meeting on conservation.
in the hands of said Clerk not later
12
o'clock
noon,, Wednesday,
than
Don't Stop Shipping.
1918.
Washington, .May 10. In protesting May 22,
The city ordinance are to be conto the shipping board today against
sidered a part of this advertisement
any further reduction of the number nnd all bids
shall he in accordance
of ships plying between America and
therewith,
Italy, F. Quattrnnne, Italian high comAll bids subject to rejection by the
GEO. D. HAMMOND,
missioner declared such reduction city.
City Clerk.
would threaten the Italian people and
e,

their army with starvation.

I'ltOVOKALS 1'Olt C ITY PIUXTIXG.
Food Administrator Held.
Sealed bids will bo received from
San Francisco, Calif., May 10.
newspapers published in tho City of
James A. Wood .deputy food adminisAinuqueritue, in. ivi., lur uny piihiiuh
te Uecembcr 31,
trator for Nevada, was Jield. to the fed- from May 22. 1918.
suld bids to be opened by the
eral grand jury In bonds $5,000 here 1918, Commission
at special or regular
City
today by the I'nited States commismeeting to be held on or after May
sion on n charge of accepting $300, 22. 1918.
from the South Fork Flour Mills of
Each bidder will bo required to enclose with his bid a certified check
Elko, Nov.
for ten dollars ($10.00) payable to the
faith of bid,
good
city to Insure
cheeks to bo returned to bidders when
contract is entered Into.
Tho person or corporation to whom
contract is let will bo required to furnish bond In the sum of two hundred
dollars ($200.00), to be approved by,
How lo Avoid Those Paint and Diitrets the Manager und conditioned for the
Which so Many Mothers Hare Suffered. faithful performance of the contract.
Sealed bids are to be directed to
the City Clerk and marked "Hifls fer
City Printing," and must be in the
hands of the Clerk not later than 13
noon Wednesday, May 22,
o'clock

Coming of
The Sunbeam

1918.

Tuo mur-cannot he Kiiid for a uoialerful
!
fHailUiir
many winon aa
Mntlier'a Krlrul.
It Ib mure effective in it action than all
tlui henllh lulen evfr IhM down fur lllff
KUiilum-of expr-rianinotlirrH. It la an
external Hppllcatlon Hint upreailR Ita Influence upon the rurila, tendon and mui
flea of tho ulidomcn. renilerlnir them pliant,
without that
and they exp:tnd Ki'aeefulty
peculiar wrenching slruin.
The occasion In, therefore, one rif unbounded Joyful anticipation and too muclT
MtrenH cannot he luld upon the remarkable
Influence which a mother' happy prenatal
ti"" upon the health and
dinpotdtlon
of the Keneratloii to come.
The pnlll tit the nitla l Infinitely lcn
when Molher'a Kllend l lined durlltH the
period of expectancy for the rniiaclefl expand en!er mui with leu strain when
bahy la horn.
Mother' Friend Is for external use only,
In
entirely Hufe and may be had of your
druKKlat.
It la prepared hy the Uriulllild
Regulator Co., I) :'iti l.amar Illdg., Atlanta.
CJa. Write them to mull you their Interesting "Motherhood Tlook." They will aend It
at once, without chat-goand you will find
It very helpful. !o not neglect for a alngle
night and morning to apply Mother'n Friend
according to directions around the bottle,
and thus fortify yourself against piln and
llsconifort.

AH bids must specify the amount to
be charged for brevier inch fer the
first Insertion and so much charged
for subsequent insertions, and te a
based on the printing of ordinances,
proclamations, notices, minutes, efo.
Bid must include what charge will
be made for printing two copies ef all
ordinances
passed 'and published,
stock for same to be furnished by the
City Clerk, Also for the printing of
100 copies of all ordinances passed
and published. Stock to be furnished
by bidder.
All bids subject to rejection by the
City Commission.
CEO. D. HAMMOND.
City Clerk.

HII FOR VEKPINO CITY PRISON'.
KRS, JAMTOIl OF CITY HALL
AXI) CITY .I.MLKR.
Bids will be received by the Cltv
of Albuquerque, N. Mo for the feed'
Ing of city prisoners, for performing
th. work of Janitor of all the City HaU
(except tho firo department), which
Includes the care of tho furnace, and
for performing the work of city jailer.
Hid to cover period from May 22, 1918.
to December 31, 191$.
Ilids must be In hands of City Cleric
by noon of May 22. 1918. Same will
be opened by th City Commission at
a special or regular meeting to be
held on the 22d of May, 1918, or any
MVJAL NOTICES.
date thereafter. The City Commission
reserves the right to reject any or ail
NOTICF.
I.ant Will and Testament of D. A. Mable, bids.
check of $10.00 must
A certified
receaed.
To f'rlscilla Mnhle. Albuquerque, New Mexaccompany each hid, same te be reico, Named aa Kxeciit'rlx In the Will, Ora turned when contract is signed.
Carr, tlx North 6th., Ht., Albuquerque, New
OEO. 1. HAMMOND.
Mexico, Jennie Collins,
Dillon, Colorado,
City Clerk.

Myrtle Nold. Bt. Joseph, Mo Loula A.
Mahie, Wltrslnw, Arizona.
You are hereby notified that the alleged
PROPOSALS KOR Bl RIAIi OP
Last Will and Testament of I). A, Mable.
CONVERSION BONDS
P.U PKR DEAD.
deceased, late of the County of Bernalillo
Pen led bids will be received for the
and state of New Mexico, was produced and
READY ON JULY 1ST
read In the Probate Court of the County of burial of pauper dead, furnishing of
Bernalillo. Riate of New Mexico, on tha ambulance
service, both, day and
MOMNIM4
atth., day of April, 1918, and tha day of the night nnd for contagious cases by the
JOUHNAI 4PICIAI. tlAMO Wll
proving of tald alleged I.ast Will and City of Albuquerque, N. M. Bids to'
Washington, May- 10. In announcTestament was thereupon fixed for Raturtlay. cover a period from May 22, 1918, to
ing today arrangements for convertthe ;ith., flay of May, A. 1., 1M, at 10 December 31,
H.
ing first and second Liberty Ixan
o'clock In the forenoon of said day.
f
Said bids will be opened by the City
Given under my hand and the Seal nt
Honds into bonds of the Third Loan
Purity filveu Power.
or regular
There are still many persons In the this Court, this '.Dth., day of April, A. D. WIS. Commissioners at special
Brig Gen Ca&ey
bearing 4 yt per cent interest. Secremeeting to be held on or after May
world that need to be .impressed with (Seul.)
to
tary MeAdoo explained that the new
contract
let to the
be
22, 1918, and
NESTOR MONTOTA.
,
conversion bonds would not be ready
Brigadier-general
lowest and best bidder.
Carey Is one of the fact that tho purer the blood Is
Clerk.
County
for delivery until July 1 And request- the great heroes of the British, who the greater is tho power of the system
Each bidder is required to deposit
a certified check of $25.00 to insure
ed bond holders not to ask conversion will live in their history forever. He to remove disease and the less the
PROPOSALS
KOR
CITY TEAMS.
the good faith of the bid, said check
before that date, although legally it was who closed a gap In the line liability to contract it. Persons whose
Sealed bids will be received for tho to be returned when contract Is enterbonds may bo converted
time before Amiens In the battle In France blood Is in good condition are much

any
from today to next November

W. L. HAWKINS

of Honor
Casualties

with

ih-- r

wide-sprea-

Fresh

Roll

Dover. Eng.. May 10. The decision
to send the Vindictive to Oh. end win
made a few days after the fceenrugge

I1'""

L

I

VKUuggU,

--

for the younger men in the democratic
party, and It has a tine h,: of aspirants
bad."
) ion i which
to select Hi candidates.
Senalor liarth also stated that Gov-ciC.unplK'il
noppa ed.
r Hunt has called a special ses- "Tom Campbell, the republican can '
(lida.c for governor at the hist elec sion of Jie hgislaturc to convene on
21, at which time it is proposed
tion, who was Heated by ihe superior May
to
a lave cnahlinir sohliers nwav
lotirt and unseaJul by ihe suiiieine fromoass
home to vote, also to legalize the
e art afier having
over a year,
has i.nuoiiiieed his candidacy on the status of the slate council of defense.
n puiilican ticaet and the proliablli- ties arc that be w II he iiiioiiiiosed at
.he primal it s in will give n mighty
g )od account of hineelf at the dec-- ,'
js nt i o n n in Ins own parivj
tjun ,(B
ml popular nmoiig ihe atehioen.tR In
all walks of life.
"With the demo, r.,is it is just a
American
i uesuoii
oi wno win run ai;a nst Turn
and the choice of that par ty at the priiniirii k lies between Fred
Washington, May 10. Tho casualty
T. Colter of Apach county, and Sidlisi today
twenty-on- e
contained
ney 1. osborn, anil W. ,. Mouer, both names, divided as follows:
of them from Maricopa county. Phoe.
Killed in action, 4; died of wounds,
"is i the county seal of this county 1; died of accident, 1; died of disiinil very nearly a Ihird of ihe entire ease, 3; wounded severely, 3; wounded
vote of the stale is cast there, and slightly, T; missing in action, ; lost
It would seem that if both Mouer and nt sea, 1.
Osborn stay in the race they will split
Lieut. Samuel O. Love, Chester, S.
the vote of Maricopa county, and Col- C, was slightly wounded and Lieut.
ter would probably win in that coun- Oustav H. KisHcll. New York City, was
ty nnd would have the best rhance reported missing in action.
In the state.
Private Carroll J. Scully of Toledo
was the man lost at sea. He was a
CoHcr'H ( bailees Are (iood.
"People In southern Arizona have ictim of the sinking of the Tuscanla,
told me that Colter's chances are the now identified and buried.
Lieut. James H. Fiscus, (Ireensburg,
best, because he Is well and favorably
known throughout the s:ute; has been Pa., ulso was slightly wounded.
prominent In the development of the
resources of the s'ale by the way of SIX'OM) CAS.U LTY LIST
reclamation projects; has been closely
IKSIKI) HY I.Kl'AKTMKXT
identified with the growth of ihe cut'- tle industry and with that of the sheep
Washington, May 10. A second
list Is wed tonight by the war de- as well. lis is at present in
uie seoaie ironi Apache county, hav- - I'anmcni contains sixty-nin- e
names
ing served several terms in that ca- divided uh follows:
a
Is
and
Killed
In
pacity,
member of the naaction, 4; died of wounds,
tional democratic committee.. He ap- 4; died of attack, 2; died of disease,
to
pears
have practically all the fol- !; died of drowning. 1; wounded sevlowing that, flovernor Hunt had and erely, 20; wounded slightly,
prisona great deal of the following that the ers, 3.
governor could not i;et. He is not obThe following officers were named
jectionable to the big interests in tho in list:
state and stands well with the busiDieil of Wounds:
ness men all over the state on account
First Lieut. John P. Uosmwald,
of his very enviable record in the legMinneapolis, Minn.
islature.
Lieutenants J. 8. Abbott, St. Paul,
"Osborn is at the present time secIt. H. Jeffrey, I'niontown, Pa.;
retary fof state and is a native of Ari- Minn.;
zona and has been many times hon- Abraham Strauss, New York, N. Y.
Slightly Wounded:
ored by the people in the district, in
Captain Oito J. Kindler, Lancaster,
which he has resided, to public office,
and has alwuys discharged these of- - Ohio.
Lieut. Win. J. Belhorn, Lancaster,
Ohio.
V
No men from Colorado, New Mexico,
Texas or Arizona were named In tho
d

1

I

ncllUUI Ul

)

bam in 897. She displaced 5,750 t"nsj
and her complement was 45 men.
si-- :

not lie a candidate for
and
It is said in Arizona that he will be a
for
the
candidate
Cir.'.e,! stales sen.
ate to Hiiccecd Si nator Marcus A.
1 920.
in
The re in ia: nt uf (lov-eino- iSmith
Hunt has left the field open

-

Dietitians dvie a "careful diet," but that is troublesome to most people; physical culturists advise "certain
exercises," which is good if one has both the time and the
inclination. Doctors advise diet and exercise and medicine.
The question is, shall it be a cathartic or purgative med
Or a mild, gentle laxative?
icine
Thousands have decided the question to their own satisfaction by using a combination of simple laxative herb
with pepsin known to druggists as Dr. Caldwell's Syrupy
Pepsin. A small dose gives a free, easy movement of the
bowels. It is the best substitute for nature herself. In fact,
since the ingredients are wholly from the vegetable kingdom
it may truthfully be said it is a natural laxative.
Its positive but gentle action on the bowels makes it an
ideal remedy for constipation. The dose is small, and it may
be taken with perfect safety until the bowels are regulated and
act again of their own accord.

fie s efficiently and to the eir.ue sat.;
isfaction of all reasonable pi rsons.
He is a man of recounted standing!
;hroughout the slate where he is
known prot'ihly better than any other
man in it. His father was on- - of the!
first wHite setthrs in the territory of
Arizona, and has also held public of
fice many times t;nd the OsboriiN,
father and son, are well and favorably known everywhere in our sis.er
state.
Who Will Win Out.
"The third candidate is tin present hind commissioner, V. A. Mouer,
and no one doubts for a minute that'
he, like Colter and Osborn, is
to fill the executive chair of
any great s ate. He also baa been
tried in the crucible of public service
and not found wanting. I'nliko Colter anil Oshorn, he was not born in
Arizona, but he has been there a long
while, and has a wide acquaintance
among the voters and has considerable very powerful support.
"Who will win out'.' It is at present ,oo early to .say, but from present indications there wil be a division
of the vote between Osboin ami
Mouer, which cannot do otherwise
than make Colter's nomination a cer.
tainty, and at the present lime it is
plain to be seen that Colter is In the

1

:

Second Attack Made Lfy Brit
of filling br
ish, and Obsolete Cruiser Is r"ld,.".n''1i'! task
ill til eo late ly
Slink ACrOSS
Entrance tO "'f result, this Hritish naval
Ll

;

,

$297,-937.7-

race in the
"Xtxt to the war
the guher-- ;
(Icmociu.ic prima ivy f,
natoiia! nomination t.. ;, l:,tti r which
most occui.es the attention nf tlio pci- pie of Ar.i'.ona at th.s ti, ,., ..ai, Sen.
at or isjac liattli to a Morning Jour- ral repor.er ycsterda. for you know
over there the nomiiKUiun y Hie dem-- j
oeiatic party practi.-allamounts to
an election and at the present time
three candidates are ac.ive.y cani-- i
pitign.ng in an effort t.. win the deni-- I
oeiatic uominatioii r.i ihe nr. unifies.,
which will be hold
in Si ptem- ber."
d in Arizona for
Senator liarlh
eight .Miirs and sine,, his removal to
Albuquerque he lias managed to pay
frequent visi.s to bis farmer haunts.
fin ,ii4,,,v, Tl,,..j
i..v.. riroiu a
.M.,., uii;ul
"ll
f about ten days to virions parts
of Arizona and Is about as well posted
on the political Munition there as he
Is in New Mexico. Conliiiuin;; his in,i,rview the senator said;

Tendency to
Constipation?-

less likely to take cold or to be long
thereby keeping the Oermana from
breaking through and flanking ' the troubled with it, or to catch any conDo You Knjoy Life?
British army. Ordered to close . the tagious or Infectious disease, than are
A man jn good physical condition Is line General
Carey hustled about till those whose blood , is impure and
almost eertuin to enjoy lire, while the he got together, on army of signal- therefore impoverished Jnd lacking In
bilious and dyspeptic are desnondent. men,
Amprlcan engineers, labor bat- vitality. The best medicine for purido not enjoy their rneals and feel misworkers be- fying tho blood is Hood's Harsaparillo.
erable a good share of the time. This talions and even Chinese
111
suffering from any blood
feeling is nearly alwavs unneces- hind the lines. lie provided them and persons
sary. A few doses of Chamberlain's with guns and ammunition, and in disease or any want of tone In the sys
Tablets to tone up the stomach, Im- a short time had improvised an army tem aro urged to give this medicine a
prove (he digestion and regulate the which stayed the flower oi tho Or-ma- n ferial. It is especially useful at this
'
bowels in all that Is needed, Try it.
Ome f year.
troops,
9.

furnishing to the City of Albuquerque,
N, M., teams, dump wagons, hnrness
and drivers thereof, with the privilege
of option on the part of the city for
additional teams to be furnished when
demanded, bid to state price per unit
of one team, driver, and wagon, and
also price for team and driver alone.
Contract to run from May 22, 1918.
to December 31, 1918.
Said teams 'to bo used for city purposes under tho direction of tho City
Engineer six days in the week, und
ton hours per day, with, the privilege

ed Into.
All bids to be directed to the Cfty
Clerk and marked "Bid fbr Furnishing Ambulance Service and Burial of
Pauper Dead," nnd must be In the
hands of the .City Clerk by noon
Wednesday, May 22, 1918.
The city ordinances are to be considered a part of this advertisement'
and all bids shall bo in accordance
therewith. All bids subject to rejection by the City Commission.
CiEO. D. HAMMOND,
City Clerk,
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Albuquerque 'Morning Journal,
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JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
Western
C. J. ANDEKSON,
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, UL

Wood, the best mill'.ary authority in this country, on his return
from the western front, told the seriate committee on military affairs we
ought at this moment to have 5,000,-00- 0
men in training camps, and that
2.000,000 ought to be in France by
the cnil of the year. If We hud begun
to prepare as soon n the War broke
out, if we had feverishly begun to
build ships as soon ns the submarine
started on its path of lawless destruction, and if Russia had not given up,
the war might now be over! That is
idle talk because of the past. This is
the present; If we don't raise a great
army and begin to do it at once, Germany will win the war.
Let the I'nited States show that it
means business by taking steps to
raise an army of 10,000,000. This will
mean many more cantonments and
vastly greater equipment of all kinds.
It will put a 8. rain upon the man.
power and the financial and mannfac- Hiring resources of the nation. Very'
well, the price would be cheap to es-- 1
cape defeat. The kaiser is still telling
his subjects that we. are not in this
war In earnest. Let us make him see!

Eastern Representative
RALPH K. MULLIGAN,
4:'nd Street, New York.
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the
postofflce of Albuquerque, N, M under Act
of Congress of March 1, 1ST,
LarKer circulation than any other paper
In New Mexico.
The only paper In New
Mexico Issued every day in the year.
'
TKKMS 'OP SUBSCRIPTiON:"
Pally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. ?0a
. ...$?.fiQ
Yearly, In advance
NOTICE TO .STBSCHIBERS.
Subscribers to the Journal when writing
t have tbelr paper changed to a new address must be sure to give the old address.
THE JOURNAL takes and prints
latlon rating than la accorded to any other
paper In New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.
O
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively
the day when
entitled to the use for republication
will overwhelm
of all news credited to It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
I

East

j

American
hi

"PUTTING

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

Saturday, May

11, 1918.

INTO THE FIGHT"

THE-GRI-

MINISTRY

A HATTI.K I'UAVHR.
Michael lienning in Leslie's.)
Wo 'have seen the shattered altar
'Neath a roof of startled stars,
While the heavens sei iued to falter
And the night was red with sears.

5

coin-batti-

run-dow-

people, invalids and convalescents.
It is pleasant to take, aids digestion,
and supplies the vital organs with the
Ixindon, May 10. The fjuick and rich red bloo essential to health.
successful manner In which the Lloyd- (leorge ministry in the house of combeen the result of adopting Mr.
mons yesterday dealt within unpleas- have
proposal.
Asqulth's
ant incident which had caused more
Premier Asquith's speech was short.
He expressed surprise that the govpolitical bitterness than any preceding chapter of this troubled adminis- ernment would take his motion for
tration, was brought about by a sud- investigation by a committee as a voto
den change of tactics on the part of of censure und he had the house with
him when he relinked chancellor Ho.
, I
I.S
;,,. i.:llv f0l. asserting that member
Premier I.loyd (JeorfiO again showed could not be found who would not
himself a keen political strategist, and give u
judgment.
u stn ag pleader for his own cause.!
He withdrew Ihe cabinet's plan for
RRITIQW TRAfiPQ
uiQAVQ DnillOn
IlUUrO
court of honor to deal with thei0A,
charges of Major General Maurice,!'
PACE FURTHER RETREAT
......, niunrw !uiiur
on itiesuay)
said (ncerned the honor of the
mill,
S SIO WIRS
(SV MORNING JOUff V. SPSCIAt
isters.
10. Speaking to the
London,
The premier made it clear thai Primrose May
league today,, Karl Ciirzon,
adoption of former Premier Asquith's government leader in the house of
motion tor a select committee to In- lords and member of the British war
vestigate the matter would be regard- council, said that grave times wero
ed as a vote of censure which would
ahead and that the British soldiers
be followed by the government's resmight give ground. Encouragement
ignation.
was to be found, however, lie said, in
Mr. Lloyd George detailed
in a tho unity of command, in America's
burning speech his version of Ihe con- ,effort, iiikI in the resolute and introversy which Major General Maudomitable spirit of the British petu
rice began. The debate was brief anil
pie.
the premier's explanation, was Its
dominating feature.
Port ('Josed and Opened.
The cabinet rode safely over the
Boslon, Mass., May 10. The port of
crisis by a vote of 2 It 3 to 100. The Boston was closed to all"
shipping by
majority was even larger ,han newspa- the naval authorities on orders
from
pers had predicted and shows that the Washington
today but was opened,
bouse of commons, at vast, is not for
again a few hours later. No explanaa change of
government, which would tion was given.
ro mosnino journai.1

tpeciAL corrcspondcncs

Can we face our night of anguish,
Can We brave our battle's loss,
While the craven spirits languish
ln "10 shadow of our cross?
In the valley

Fades before a fr end v wraith,
And our inv.,1 leninns
mim in i.ncw ,,n,i u,i,.'i r.,;.i,

.Strength, then, Lord

of Hoslr;. we prav
Thee,
Through our dark rlliseniiine;
Paris Apaches are reported to have
THE JOnN'AL takes and prints
landed in New York. lon't worry. Let not selfish word betray Thee,
Nor our sacred liberty!
stxiy hours and thirty minutes of exThe New York hotel keepers will atclusively Associated Press leased wire
service each week. No other news
tend to their cuses.
Scourge ns. urge us, till perfected
paiier published In New Mexico takes
Clorious we meet the. morn,
more than twenty-fou- r
hours of Associated Press service during a week.
When there rises, resurrected,
i.K.TiX(i ki:iu:xskv.
.
O
Peace with freedom Christ reborn '
Editor What has become of Keren- SATURDAY.
MAY 11, 1918 sky?
A WAR STIT5KNT.
AMERICA MI ST WIN' THE WAR.
It is not definitely known, and it
(Henry Ear rand Oriffin.)
That's the bugler over there, he tfakes us up in the
IS 81' N DAY ItFOlE.VnON WIlONfi. does not matter. There were reports
The winning of the war Is going to
of his suicidel also, that he'd fled be put up to America. That Is the morning.",
There have been times in the from Russia: also, that his successors meaning of the great battle which
"Really, how interesting. And who wakes the bugler up?"
now bpen '''Bi"6 fo'' well over a
world's history when people tried to had put him out of the way. At pres-""- s
fi
do away with Sunday so that no. time ent writing,
"I'1 'lanaft'
Irensky i, certainly in brittle
itself are both go- should le lost in production, but some- wliat is called .'oblivion."
That's lnB ,0 be won or
on R bflsi(j of ,..
how the thing' never worked out Na- wnere sirauuiers
serves
usuuliy land.
The
German
ture insists on one day's rest in seven
The fellow who, in these stirring general staff fully realizes Ibis fait
law1
divine
and the
commands it.
times, is neither "for" nor "against" and it was the underlying reason for
Sunday p a day of recreation a In in oblivion, be he statesman oi their desperate decision for the great
day when the physical, mental and
by profession,. In a period offensive in the west. They knew
spiritual faculties need to be recreated. of revolution, Kerensky, posing as the that the submarine would fail in Its
(lUflncli
ment's gospel of hate. Not many
If the "Sabbath" was made that whole wheel, undertook to turn only .purpose of preventing the arrival of
One day in Berlin during the first Germans
appreciate the conflict,
to
American
decide
the
troops
man might be recreated, then, legally, part way 'round, and discovered thai enough
week of war 1 heard a great hubbub
though some do, and occasionally
issue. They struck in the west be- in the .street
whatever puts new life and vigor into he was only a fly on the wheel, and cause
saw
a
and
crowd
gathyou hear people say, "There's not
they had to. They figured that ered In
o, man
whatever stirs in him the fiew off into
much love nowadays," and "Preachspace when the wheel it would be possiblo to crush the Rrit-is- h one was front of aforbig poster. Every
the poster an- ers dun't dare tell us now to love
best emotions without hurting any- began to buzz. Ho tried to
crying,
and French armies before Amerlcn
play pari
body else must be legitimate on Sun- - of the Russian peoplo ugainst ano;hei could really get Into the war. That is nounced tho first victory in Belgium. our neighbors as ourselves."
But
fateful question which is being de- The tears were tears of joy.
whenever a, British or American
lay.
part to the pleasure of both. He the
Germans believed the "fatherland" preacher speaks harshly of Germany,
What are some
the things that thought revolution to be a fold of cided on the battle fields of Trance
That is why it makes attucked by cruel, envfous foes. the German newspapers print hi-- regive us new life and vigor? Music harmless sheep, when it's a den of and Flanders.
little difference whut towns or terri- - They believed the war was a war of marks with the comment, "Doesn't
does It for some people; looking at pic.
hungry tigers. Trotzky and Lenine are tories the allies lose so long as they
believed
thot sound much like loving his tnc.nue.,
They
tures does It for others; taking- a walk playing the same
game, only in a are able to present to the enemy an right was on- their Bide. Now
does it?"
they
through the woods helps many more; different way.' They're nhiJ'ing the unbroken front
behind which Amer- saw
Sometimes tho conflict
between
triumphant proof posgoing to church builds up vast num- whole of hungry, sroping, disorganized ica's practically inexhaustible reserves itive "right"
that "God was with them." the two gospels leads to a queer
bers.
can
be trained and
Russia against German might and of
appeared less sure about it be- enough muddle for Instance, that
One of the big questions is that of ruthlessness,
the final allied offensive They
fore .1 left Gcrmuny
in
and, sooner or later, as which will win
January, in the mind of a German hoard talkthe war.
"Sunday movies." In what respect do Russia I0OW8 hungrier and more an.
- mis.
ing on his way to the street filter
the Germans have been able to
fo
Sunday movies hurt a man?
archial, they must fly off the wheel
Huring the early stages of the war listening to a lecture on l.mlior by
Their
gaiii
ground
steadily.
gains
him
hurt
when the pictures into oblivion. One of the cures for
They
thronged, the churches. While a Germar pastor.
have been made at terrible cost, it is they
are bad; they hurt him when he sees
in no respect sensational,
"I Wish all the
would
e
is more anarchy, for real true, but
the
reanarchy
have
they
nevertheless,
the pictures in a place where the air communal
rush to the churches had in starve to death," hp sail to his conwith law and tained the initiative and have been
government,
is bad; they hurt him when in order
me!"
protested
are finally demanded and pro- able to strike where and when they it certain elements of a huge relig- gregation. "Dear
to Bee them he associates with people order.,
tho other, "thatn
not Clu.stian!"
duced. Man will not go right on tak- wish. It is now a serious question ious revival.
r
Briton-hatewho are bad.
Churches in Germany
snid: "$o, I
are less Then the
ing medicine thai makes him sicker what has become of General Foch's
Hut what is objected
d
to most und sicker, Russia will
army of maneuver. It crowded now. Tho early enthusiasm don't suppose it is. I'll reef It in
be for was
finally
I wish the ''SnglHli wooM
necessary to throw In was snort uvea, and before
Ktronyly by the opponents of Sunday or
very somewhat.
against Germany. Meanwhile, some great certainly
bodies of French reserves to stay long 1 could say to my German ac- nearly starve to dcatH."
moving pictures is "the commercial Kcrenskys,
Trotzky's and Lenities will
advance on Amiens. Sim- quaintances,
From u certain point 'X vjew even
"Why do you
keep
aspect" of the business whatever this go whizzing off into unknown space. the German
ilarly it was necessary to send very shouting 'Gott niit uns?' I should this was ralher a fencioiis cw .
may meah. Let us quote Kev. Charles
considerable French assistance lo the think it would b more reverent to for the English church is ititl
kept
Stclzle:
d
before sneak cf 'una mlt r.nii "
British fighting
"Knit, knit, knit socks!" appeals the
tho., up In ''erlin, with service:-- in F.n,. ' . .
"I sometimes
wonder
whether Red Cross. And, doggone us! we took TP res. The Hun offensive may prov
.,
..,.,
llsh. and the American
church 's
so dangerous that Foch will have to hi1(f jnlinaw,.
merely passing a dime into a window lessons in helmets only.
'id.sed only because there are so
lm
fw
i.
use practically all of his reserves to
the entrance of u movie show is
Americans lef, in Berlin.
it Is Different Today.
it to a standstill and thb voulu,
bring
any worse than paying for a meal at
Love
and
Malice Mixed.
( RAZV EXOVGU.
Still the church situation in Ger
end in a deadlock. It would be neces;i cashier's desk of a restaurant.
Certainly fairly numerous clashes
for our troops to strike the decid- many today is very different from
sary
"And for some people seeing a
r
in
There's nothing in the story "Kaiser ing blow.
the church situation in Germany beGermany are not botheringmovie show on Sunday is just ns bene- Wilhclm Is
about
heads
the
clash
botween
fore
the
war.
a
He's
considerable
Despite
gone
Going Crazy."
stered
ficiut as eating a meal indeed, some
love und
been crazy for some time.
lapse from the first
A TYPICAL GERMAN' RIUVE.
intensity of malice.
more
o
emotion
They are outside the church
out
benefit
of
get
people
the churches have held a
a
For years, the experts have been
Tho following Incident, taken from
and always were. Some make a remotion picture than others get convinced that Wllhelm's "withered" Brand Whi(lock's
story of German op- good share of their gains, and (ho
out of a, Sunday dinner frankly, I left side extended to his brain. He 1b pression in Belgium, now running in kaiser's pious talk "Forward with ligion of art. Multitudes delve in
Many are crass mater- all
have seen seen motion pictures which the Nero, of our times,
of a dozen or Ooil!" and
that goes down philosophy.
barring his su- Everybody's,' is typical
inlists.
1...
1.4...
p
jiuu jam as une a moral errect as periority to that old Roman villain more that differ only in minor details. whole.
But tho great bulk of tho German
Even today German pastors can
most church services I have attended." as to personal
"When the Germans
arrived at
morality. Like Nero,
a suburb of bid their people "Stand for the right, people, religious by instinct cleave
It is a lot better to have working he has posed as a composer of music,
Ger- the as Martin Luihpr did," though the to the church, and tho mpe;-in- l
people go off for a Sunday excursion a poet and an artist, and better com- Churlrroi, they had a list showing
man government finds in tho church
kaiser's prayer for an "hJnoratK
than to have them sweating- and posers, poets and artists than he arc names and addresses of a hundred
prominent persons of the place, which police" and for divine
grace to un invaluable medium for propa- Kwearin at home because of the irris.arving to death. Being also the it is believed was furnished by a Ger "treat .our enemies, iji a Christian gnn.'a. Thus it contrives to main- tations whfeh their surroundings de- head of militarism, Wilhelm, like man who has worketj in- the Zimmer manner" is no
longer read in church- tain its hold on the sentimentality nf
velop.
Nero, has acquired some standing In man factory at Monccau., They seized es by his majesty's orders. Perhaps Germans behind tho tines and of
To closo recreation centers on Sun- the arts, at least in
us hostages,
Among his consciousness Bmote him.
i.ermans in the trenches Inn imer-abt- e
Germany. But this hundred
hooks and pamphlets linking:
day whether they ure concerts, getting nine that way is easy. We them were five well known citizens
Meanwhile the kaiser talks pioty.
whq afterward related their experi The Germans swallow that with the war with religion oro .'loodin,? Germovies, art galleries or libraries
oursclf could get 'way-u- p
repute as 8 ences for. me,
same willingness evorv delight. Be- man v today.
merely because those who nutrotilze poet or musician, when given an or.
"Tho Germans, with, the band of yond question, the
When war broke out the German
them will not go to church is to say der to back us
religiosity of the
but
not till then, hostages, sot out on the high road to
up
Imperial
1ho least
household
government took pains 16
H
Imperial
of
hus
accomplished
sign
mighty poor maybe. Give to most any fellow the ward Monllgny, forcing their prisonIn post a proclnmntlin saying
"From
sportsmanship on the part of church, conviction that he's a sublime poet, ers to run with their arms raised, in a lot toward preventing--rebelliothis day forward we a.-- neither Jews
Prussia.
men.
composer and artist ond the war lord front of uhlans who prodded them
nor Gentiles, hut only GrrinniiK"
Few Pacifists In Clergy.
The fairer thing to do is to make of the earth, and he'll be crazy, all with their lances and struck them
Slntjo my return I have heard that This interesting document
has not
the church so attractive and- appeali- right. Egotism, tacked by despotism, with tho butts of their guns, and,
been lived tip to vry
by
ng- that men and women will see that logically produces lunacy, and among when they would not run fast enough, Americans observe: with curious
he
.
how
constantly iW)lhelm No German imperial government.
it Is better to go to church on Sunday the "divine rights" to which Wiihelm charged their horses upon them. One
Jew can ho nn officer in the Gerspeaks of Ood and how apparently,
thun anywhere else and this should was born was the right to be egot and of .the men was struck so violently ns
It on purpose he never speaks of man army even today. Nor have
Annot be so difficult a thing to do, for, despot for all thai was in him. Genu- that hls shoulder was dislocated.
'
Germans forgotten their sectarian
,.
other, wlio as the result of kicks, was Christ.
after all, man's deepest and most fun ine urtii-titulent never is bred and 111 for a long- time,, tried to Intervene
People over here Infer that his affiliations.
damental need is the development of born that way.
The Catholic Centrist
on behalf of his companions, but him "alter Deutscher Gott" is the God of
tarty is
his spiritual lifc-a- nd
The world might put up with Wll self had only redoubled blows in con- the Old .Testament and not by any prominent and active
the church
end would
makes a specialty of furnishing that helm's crazincss a.s long: as It. was sequence. A third, wMO Wan lame, means the God of the New Testa- cause much more uneasiness than
it dors were it- not for the common
which satisfies this need.
The distinction never
confined lo Gcrmuny, but It being now could not run fast enough to suit' the ment.
anil
Itself to my mind In Germany,
rj')cti!on Among protest'atit
Principally, it is the church's busi rampant throughout the world, seek soldiers: morethey became enraged and
blows upon him,
nor did it seem to have presented
rained
as well ns Catholic Oermnns
ness to awaken a sense of that need ing whom It may devour or
corrupt when at last, unable to go farther, ho itself to the
minds of. my German that "the popo is broadmlnd-and
the proper thing- is to lock It up, and foil on tho
him
ove:
rond, they pitched
noble and standi fcir Justice."
acquaintances....
mentioned
Thry
FOR (JOD'S SAKE, Hl'RRV Wl
this is the world's present business.
a hqUKo into a field and left hiin there; Christ In
connection with the war
Two or three times the officers gave
a ncxcii
as frequently as they mentionfalsehoods.
with the result on the western pay Torn ow.v nn:s, says mac. the order to halt, and at random took oiilte
ed God in connection with It.
One tlnia there was:- ,
front hanging in the balance, the thing
five
or
one man, or a group of four
A
woman
whose
shoes were too
However, their devotion
to the
In refusing to permit club dues of men, and without listening to appeals Prince
that should ring in the cars of Amer...... i
and who admitted It;
nf
u any, pa- - small,
Mien,i lew is
" vnvti.
ica is the last. expression, almost a dy railroaders to longer be paid out of or explanations shot them down."
A woman who
deplored tho, fact
among me clergy., Well dising appeal, of the late Joseph 11 the railroad funds, R. R. Director Mc- ciplined state officials (pastors iof that hor baby was so homely and so
DEMON
Rl'M.
THE
CASTING
Oi:T
Choate "For God's Sake, Hurry lp!" Adoo has hit the railroad higher.ups
German churches are government stupid:
;
A man who. when
(Farm Life.)
Instead of being- fired bv Mr right where they swallow their aspur-aguyou asked him If
those ministers .upheld he
appointees),
ratified
A
have
dozen states
had a knife, answered: "You bet
already
Choate's dramatic appeal, we have
the war, upheld the government,
to
federal
the
Vou, mid a good one," instead of saybeen living- for over a year in a fool's
It has been a matter of general, and the "dry" nmendmcnt
the
constitution. ' Only one or two states no matter government's every policy, ing: "Yes, a piece of one."
how
paradise, says Charlton Bates Strayer often particular, comment that when have dodged the
outrageous.
asseems
matter.. It
L
,
Errtm of old the German imperial
jn Leslie's.
questions of rates, trackage or other sured that the nocessary
of
; If Germany
government
has
Is to be driven back rights came up between municipality
German
ruled
on
the
act
the
the states will
favorably
EVERY MEAL A
arid overwhelmed it will Ixs by a great, and railroads, chambers of commerce, measure as soon as their legislatures churches .and in wartime it rules
them
'
with
redoubled rigor. Whf te
er array than Is now on Die western commercial clubs and simjlar bodies convene. Wo predict hnt before this
POISONOUS INJECTION
front. The army of reserve that is to very often voted In friendliness with time next year the matter will be recognizing, three ohureher-Prot- es
Few folks nurfrinir from
ami
tant,
ie bears down blail.lpr troubles ever think that the meols
Jewish
give the final, smashing blow is to the railroad magnates. A large part of practically settled. The ruin, demon with Catholic,
a heavier hand 'than evci-- . on Rhlcli they re laliinn ure hastening- tlielr
come from America if it comes at all. the vote was cast by freight and pas- will bo exorcised. Praises be! ..
Kvery morsel of food taken gives up
In the meantime Indiana has gone such modern sects as the Christian rteath.
lt
Neither the administration, nor con- senger solicitors and the smaller exiilionllty nf url- aclil. This poison Is
Scientists
and
court
the
"bone
the
Salvation
taken
supremo
Into
dry"
(unless
the system through a diseased
Army.
gress nor the people seem as yet to ecutive officers of the railroads whose
Salvationists are not allowed to tonilltl.ii or tho kidneys and bladder, Ii
the law which has just taken
realize that fact. We, talk about an club dues were paid out of the road's declares
the healthy man nature provides an outlet
effect unconstitutional.) At the sprlnS sing In the streets. Orman soldiers fur
this pi.lKon. Those In
must
army of millions as If we already had "operating expenses."
elections in other states saloons were are forbidden to attend the Christian tske a medicinal
help to drive this
The operating expense money came voted out In many sections where the Scientist church in Berlin,- and an
it. "The fact is," says the Army and
poison from the system.
For
over
years OOI.D MKDAr, Haarlem Oil CapNavy Journal, "that If the estimates out of. the railroads' patrons, shippers question was put on the ballot..
army order provides that "any Chris-tla- n aw
sules have been doing this work. Thv effect
of
and
for the needs
Science nrartliinhf"" irtvinAs a war measure, and as
the military estabpeace
passengers, fco that the process
ab. prompt relief In all diseases artslnif from
lishment of the L'nited States for the virtually;', was to take the natrons' measure In the name of, religion, and sent treatment to a soldier will 9 kidney and bladdcV troubles. Don't put off
this vital matter of attending to your health
fiscal yeur ending June SO, 1919, were money and use it for effect against health for the sake of our work ond put In Jail."
until It Is time lo make your funeral
common sense of
our
the
of
purses
Conflict
In
Views.
double-bucklto
as
e
their
submitted
passed by congress
Tliplr
(let a box of GOLD ME DAI,
municipal Interests. A
when
can
the
world
the
rejoice
Haarlem Oil Capsules today. Look for the
only
Nothing
hat body, wc could put into active
in,Orrmany is. stranger to arrmilne.
cinch, according ,to raw Ari last shovel full of earth Is thrown
Your druggist sells them.
Thev
watch
than
the church's gospel of sie guaranteed or money refunded. Insist
service only 1,600,363 enlisted men. zona philosophy.
upon the (rave of Old King Alcohol- love m confllet .with the
n rjOU)
govern
jiedaL Braaa.
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There Are Still Many Choice

BLANKETS
To Choose From

'

coun-liywid-

much-discusse-

vr.-,c-

hard-presse-

All sizes and prices
designs in (he popular
black and white
low as this stock must

'

some very beautiful
color combination-gr- ey,
all are priced very
be sold out at once.

BABBITT BROS
OF FLAGSTAFF,

SALES ROOM

ARIZONA

-

WEST GOLD
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Tob acco Fun
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
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Byu 8Pec,Rl

The Journal guarantees to deliver.
"rrangrement
Wth tobneoo manufacturers, two dollar
1arran8e"':'"
of tobacco,
for
dollar - ubecrtbed, to our soldiers in
France and on the way every
to France.
...iT.h.e Pac'fafeH 60o worth of tobacco) are put tip la attractive
.In,v'ry "&ckne w will return
portal card
.n" fni ftd,,res"50 th,lt
get word back from
J10"
!Uer
ubscribe 25 cent
rriuny
pieces
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TOBACCO

IS MIGHTY SCARCE
Near tha Trenches.

FROM IRVIN COB1V8 "PATH8 OF GLORY"
"As I recall now, we had come
of he school
house to where the automobile stood through a the gate
puff of wind blowing-us from the left, which meant from across the
battlefronL
brought
to our noses a certain smell which we
.
already knew full welh
1
"',Wm
ald the German officer, who stood alone
side of me. 'It comes from three miles off. but
tiZl
miles when the wind is strong -ahTs iert set it
he
t as though the scent had been a visible waved
thing. 'ThatTexlains?hy
tobacco is so scarce with us
along the staff back yonder in Lain?
tl'u tobcco, which can be spared Is sent to the men in the
they ,raok' ai keep OB
rtwdttS.- - A'
tUj

nd

f.""

lm'y

No Matter How Small the

tip-he-

-
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two-thir-

death-deallii-

.
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as the standard blood purifier,
wlyre and
torfic
vitalizer.
Its record is one
of remarkable results.
It has given
entire satisfaction in the treatment of
humors,
catarrh,
But Its Success in the Maurice scrofula, eczema,
rheumatism, loss of appetite, that
tired
and
feeling
general debility, and
Letter Writing Episode Has is taken
as effectively at one time of
as another.
Created a Most Intense Po- year
There is nothing better as a prompt,
n
general tonic for weak and
litical Situation,
men, women and children and old

merchants snivel
Saw, while peace-fa- t
At the tlthcman's honest loll,
slackers'
while
coward
Watched,
drivel
Whined asnlnst the master-roll- .

Umdow

is a safe one to rely upon.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is known every-

FULL VICTOR!

We have watched grim incense risinjr
O'er a village burned in loot,
While gray hordes were civilizing
liiokcn llelglum with the bout.

Na'

SPRING MEDICINE

That V. ill Make You Ewl Better, Look
lienor, Ent and Sleep llcuer.
In view of the fact that disease is
j
ever the same, a medicine like Hood's
Sarsaparilla, which has been successful for more than forty years in
disease and preserving health,
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Our boys are going, to need tobacco 'in great
the coupon now Today
is None Too Soon and
Bring it, or mail It. to The Journal Office.
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"
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fto SALE

Increase of Public
Participation in Dealings

Marked

Observed, Commission
Houses Buying Heavily,
EPtcla

LIASIO

WIRI1

New York, May 1J. Passing of the
British cabinet crisis, heartening military and naval Hewn from abroad and
constructive home developments' fur
nished the basis of another sweeping
advance In stocks
today
although
gains were materially reduced at the
close.
The. movement was the most comprehensive of any thus far this year,
but the bulk of the enormous dealing
again converged around half a score
of favorites, chiefly war Issues and
affiliated equipments.
A marked increase Of public participation was obsarved, commission
houses being reported as heavy buyers, especially of Industrials, for speculative and investment Interests In the
middle west and southwest.
Itomls Adverse Feature.
Heaviness of the Liberty 4 4 per
cent bonds which were formally listed
on the exchange, was ulmost the only
adverse feature. That issue opened at
J99.10 and receded steadily to $98.40
on extensive offerings.
United
States Hteel again overtopped all other stocks in point of
activity, contributing about 433,000 to
the day's total of 1,225,000 shares.
Steel surpassed Its previous maximum by 2
at 109
but closed at
108 '4, a net gain of onp point.
and 4's lacked definita
Liberty
trend and the general bond list show
ed little alteration. Total sales (par
value) aggregated $10,250,000. United
States (old issues) were unchanged.
Closing prices:
73
American Beet Silgar
45
American Can .
American Smelting & Iteflning. 81 K
98
American Tel. & Tel
:
14
American Zinc
Anaconda Copper
67i

fli

l.0.

supers.

May

1

0.

$l.G0ffj 1.G5.

Creator

,

confi-

seeding would be of nordid a good deal today to
prices average lower. Tic
down to
market dosed heavy at
anil
Vc advance, with May $t.27
July $1.45 ' to $1.45 U.
e to lHc net and
OntH declined
provisions 5c to 70c.
Indications of a quick return of
weather formed the
warm sunny
Ward.
chief basis for optimism that planted $2,500
pebble dashed bungaaverwould
corn
reach
the
of
acreage
low; N. 12th St
age total.
part
Oats traders for the most
leaned to the view that the crop was
fUal Estate, Insurance, Irfwns
be
to
hurt
by
not far enough advanced
111 South Fourth
demand
seaboard
of
frosts. Absence
a
bearish factor.
also was
Provisions gave
way with grain.
LOST.
Higher quotations on hogs were al- LOST -- A
knltliiiR
bag wltn a sweater anil
most entirely Ignored.
other things, on West Central. Reward.
.
Closing prices;
Phone
CornMay, $1.27; July, $1.45 ',4. LOST ill
lady's gold Him, set
Oats May,
July, WiitC
with 3 rubles and
pearls. Liberal reward
for return to thl office.
p0Ik May, $13.20; July, $43.75.
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HAD YOU NOTICED?

SWELL'
i

Tho great Improvement
north of
Central Aveune and just this side
I
Is
one
of the
the
niversity. This
Very choicest spots around Albuquer-

NOT

b

THE

Cli

lots
que and you can still buy
for $300 and $350. Witter and. sewer
modern bungalow, hard- in tho street, lienor not put iton offthe
A
now is the time to get in
wood floors, fire place, east front,
floor.
lot, garage. This Is somo bargain ground
Swell three-rooFoil KF.NT
for $3,000. tiet busy, see
furnished Bungalow, $25.00.

A,

L Maria

.

TIAXTON
'

FlftE INSURANCE.
REAL ESTATFJ,
-

THIRD

a

216 W.

Thone

dold.

FOR RENT Dwelling.

Flill

Pour good new brick, houses, all rnted,
will pay big on your Investment, will tnlto
about four thousand dollars to handle them,
two or all four.
would

North.
flrtilx1ied house: two roms
FOIt RENT
and sleeping porch; 1. Plenty shade. 130(1
North Second.
furnished bungaI'un KKXT Seven-roolow In Fourth ward. Path, electric light,
hardwood floors, trees. I'hns Iff-'tor.ii lor sumFoil KENT Party
mer will rent two furiilwhed bedrooms,
of
use
iwilor with housq.
sleeping porch and
unfurnkeepins privileges, also
ished bungalow.' fall ;i". West TIJeraa
SL'J.
Phone

ti

South.

It. McCXrUllAN,

.Phone

907.

210 West Gold Avenue.

kHia.i

FOR RENT

Rooms.

Cooo swet.

SAI.I2

1'hone

)Aftr,tort at
.

One single

good

&'o

bu.

condi-tlM-

1077.

FOR. SALE Baby carriage, good as new.
Phone Mt;, sn .North Fourtlr.
Putt SALE Pinto inr. unite beans at 10c
219 North
Fifth.
per poutnl. Phone 1MT-FOR SALE ICarly and late cabbape planta:
uOc
hundred. ia West New York. Phono
MNi.

Moore
bone grinder.

FOP.

KAl.lv--

A

1120

and one lluin-phre- y
Sonih High, phone

er
leaving city must s.'ll
first-clas- s
plaver piano; will
for cash. Phone 10.
FOR SALE Upright force pump and pump
jack. Phone 14,16. J. or call i:ui North Sec.

FOR

SAI.E-ttiMi-

atrictly

North.
1'OIt RKNT- -1 housekeeping rooms with
vate bath. M North Fourth.

pri-

ond.

Foil RUNT Furnished housekeeping rooms, FOIt SALE Oil RENT Sewing machine.
North Third.
and single rooms, mi
rhoiie
and adjusting,
repairing
aa n wee: bathi
FOR
2

RF.NT-Koo-

ISKT--

me

house,
FOR RKNT One furnistua rour-io403 Houth Seventh. Apply at 214 West Gold.

a'

......

to."

..

RentRoom

42

99d.

th4

St

atODKX

inlta

taw

Attoraara

I. Law Library

Bullalag

Brand new

SALE

FOR

attachment for $a5. Address Box Ml euro
Journal.
FOR PA
upright piano, walnut case, almost new, 123 cash. Car of
box 28, Journal.
FOR SALI'V-Owleaving city must sell
player piano; will sacstrictly flrst-rlaa- a
rifice for cash. Phone l'6.
New Goodrich sowing muclilne,
cabinet style. Looks like and can be
us
used
writing desk. 4.:! West Coal.
furnlMhinis of ColoraiTo
FOR SA"Cu--EntirCafo consisting of furniture, dishes and
fixtures. Open for sale 0 o'clock a. in.
one
FOR SALK -- One- Pclre
pressure gunge, hose and copy of $100,00
worth of patterns, 125.00. Wm. R. Uarah,
care Woolworths.'
I'OR SALE Between five and six hundred
cords pinion ami cedar wood, will sell all
or part. Address Romero Mercantile Co.,
I.Hi Vegas, N. M.
FOR BALE-Che- np,
three city broke dollvery
horses, and two set single harness, with
collars: also two bakery delivery wagons,
the latter at ynur own price. Erwood Bak.
ery, 122 West Silver.
ROOF PAI.Nf
o per g.illrn.
Hoofs
under our car will
hnprovo from year to yesr. We can put on
a new roof that will last as long as the
building. The Munzano Co. Phone 1602-10 Smith Walnut.
cart, on roof parol and root cement"
slops leaks; lasts five years, t'se Devoe
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lacold water kalsnmlne, and be aatlsfled.
Thos. F. Kelchir, Itw W. Central. Phone .10.

FOR SALE

Poultry and Eggs

""

J. li. Kit AIT

DR.

SIS1--

31W32c.

:

Miscellaneous.

FOR SALE
SAT.K

15G.

-

ATTORNEY

W. WIUION
AttavMy
Rooms U, IT and II.
cromwall JMMlaa
Toon 1WI

JOHLN

PKNTIBTt

Phone StJ.'

LOANS.

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

Good Lino of
RANGKK, RUGS, SHADES,
LINOLEUMS. Fl'ItMTCItrt. ETC.
New and Sovonil Hand
We want to buy what you have
to tell
STAR FntXITfRR CO.
118 West Gold
A

CO.

GOLD.

&

i

.

ft,

4.

.........
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THE PLAriT

I

steam heat; no sick; over Golden Rule store
B
n
furnisned rooms: no
FOR
sick; running water, pan, West Central.
Higlitunrks.
clean, outside rooms and
modern FOR RENT-Co- ol.
leslrable
FOIt KKNT
NF.W YORK MF.TAL MARKKT.
HELP WANTED.
Rjmrtments. Rio Grande, 010 West 'Central
furnished collage., phuiie 2113-Phone 115!.
,
FOH KENT
apartment, modern
New York, May 10. Lead Firm.
ny day,
Male.
biu.vu CENTRAL HOTEI-Moo- ms and
at 304 North Arno. Phone
bath; reaweek or. month; steam heat
Spot, $ 7.00 7.12
ISN'T
f7)11
it
cottage.
dcsonable ratea.
,
Hast Kt. louis
ilS4-J- .
ViyANTE! Good milker. I'lrone
.Spelter Firm.
Inquire l7 South Uroadway. Phono
WANTED Delivery boy. Hlghlund l'liarm
livery, spot t7.10ifD7.25.
furnished with FOR KENT Nicely ruiiiTsned I'l.ms, pleasFOR R
no
no
children.
sick,
ant location, closs In.
7i!s Bait
M per month,
'ary.
sleenlna- - porches:
G0.1
West Fruit.
Piione 1D44-mechanics. Whits Santa Fe.
WANTED Two first-clas- a
KAXSAS CITY PRODFCl:.
rooms and houseGarage.
KolVTtKNT Three loom furnished house Full
A good milker. Desemck a Dairy
keeping apartments: new modern house;
116.00 month. Water
Kansas City, May 10. Butter and WANTED
with
porch,
sleeping
no sick. 215 North Seventh.
1902
North Fourth.
nal. K3 South Walter.
poultry unchanged.
WANTED First. elas barber. Elk Barber i j,-- .j u
,
"iie
.;i iiouse and FOR RENT Nicely furntsneo outside rooms
Firsts lc.
Eg5
chluk-e- n
Shop. Gallup. N. M.
by the week or month; also furnished room
sleeping porch near ear.' f 21. Large
for light housekeeping. Elms Hotel, corner
WANTED Walter also one to learn. Albu- range and houses. Phone 65, Dr. King.
PRODVCF.
CIIIC.
and TIJoras.
First
tuerrne Sanitarium.
Foil IlEN'T Furnished collage. modern,
3 rooms, slaneil porches; t:nlv. car lines.
WANTED Salesman and collector with ear.
FOR RENT Light, airy, front bid room;
East Central.
4
Good proposition to right man. Phone 450 Phone SSI, or call mornings
also sleeping porch with dressing room
Chicago, May 10, Butter Market
hath. No sick. 213 North Fifth.
for appointment.
unchanged.
FOR RENT Furnished small bungalow, 1 adjoining
screened asi Phone 1987-; carpenters and
Woman cook,
Egp, Lower. Receipts 1G. 099 cases. WANTED
roojp glassed sleeping porch
water
and
110
South purcli, newly tinted, light
paid.
laborers. Employment Agency,
Firsts, 32'2((r331jc; ordinary firsts, Third.
South.
I5 per month. H'i South Arno.
Phone !S4.
31Vi?J32c; at mark, cases included, WANTED laborers for track
r
good
the sum- FOR RENT Rooms for light housekeeping,
laying,
Fb1rtUENTAttractivmme-fon
wages, good board, steady work. Apply
mer to desirable tenant. New
tli West Silver.
Potatoes Receipts 2S cars. Market Apache Railway. Holbrook, Arlsona.
brick bungalow on East Silver completely FOR RENT Nicely furnished housekeeping
end
ill,
front
screend
unchanged.
porch
WA NTKD Young man about
with soma furnished.
Largo
rooms, reasonable. Phone 1773.
1T97.
glaKsed sleeping porch. Garage. Phone
knowledge of shorthand and typwrlting,
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowls, 2 ic. rhance
to learn good business. P. O. Box
FOR KENT large. clean furnished rooms.
4O0 South Seventh,
433.
General.
Call (evenlngs.
City.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
furnished collage FOH RENT Kurn.ine-ve- r;
Female.
FOR RENT Two-lootii West Sll- no sick, no children.
with sleeping porch, by June let. D. R.,
hicjigo Livestock.
CenWANTED-fliamberm- aid.
Srand
Journal.
Apply
care
V&
FOR RENT Furnished room with sleeping
Chicago, May 10. Cattle Receipts
tral Hotel.
,
-- HEVt
fjo per month. Ideal modern
porch In private family. 609 West Gold.
4.000.
Market steady. Native steers, WAfTEDExperlenoed aaieawoman. Ap- FOH
on I'eeos river, two miles
home
Summer
17.301
stockcrs and feeders. ply at The Economist.
sleeping porch with
$10.00
Ranch. Five room, furnished FOR liENTSoulh
Valley
beyond
dressing room, .1 beds also other rooms.
F. A$8.906 12.60; cows and heifers, $G.80 WANTED Chambermaid at Overland Hotel. for housekeeping. Address George
Gold.
'
414 West
'
'
West Central.
. 309
lbright, Valley Ranch. N. H.
(S14.10; calves, $8.00fi 14.00.
FOR--ReStFurnished rooms for light
.
83
Atolvison
Market WANTED Woman-f- or
Hogs-Recci- pts
23.000.
general housework,
d
'
gag 724
71S West Central.
housekeeping; coal stoves
53
Baltimore & Ohio
strong, 3e to 10c above yestcrtmy u ,tay nights. Apply
Miscellaneous.
WANTED
Second.
South
ooofc-In- g.
no
WOMAN
housework!
For
18
Butte & Superior
general
light,
Bulk, $17.80(918.10;
average.
Phone 1310.
Address Box ?, Albuquerque
"
FOHBN'IT FurnisTiea
big taougb
t'alifornia Petroleum
heavy, $10.80 U 18.15; WANTED
$17.6C''li2r.;
rooms;
for two! fire windows; smalls
girl for light housework WANTED TO BUI Guinea pigs. Call 745 In
good
147
Canadian Pacific .
17.60.
904 South Third.
pigs, $14.25
Wi South
housekeeping.
and take care of children.
Ihe afternoon.
67
Central Leather
Market
6.000.
Arno.
Receipts
and Job work of any' FOIt RENT Furnished for housekeeping upfoil house cleaning
58
Chesapeake & Ohio
steady. Sheep, 12.75ff 16.60; lambs, WANTED
and 10
Competent girl for general
kind, ring Piers n. Phone 132,
stairs rooms In modern house, 616
.
42
&
Mil.
St.
I.IOj
Silver.
housework: good wages.
East
6
Paul...
West
$1 3.50. i 20.80.
Chicago.
BARB ICR W hen you want a barber phone per month. I loom with windows.
2131.VV.
Mi
Phone
.
42
.
Chino Copper
Coal.
927 or call .119 East Lewis. Rasors honed.
for
house
WANTED
43
general
girl
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Competent
KansnN itj' LivcsUifk.
WlBtTaacks. by the Southwestern
HiKliunn.
work. Must
nights, Good wages. WANTED
09 Vi
Crucible Steel
Junk Co., at once. Will pay I to 7 cents
Kansas City, May 10. Cattle Kc- - rhono 1030. 1.M5 stay
East Hllrer.
RENT-Furnls- hed
rooms.
til South
.
Thone
.
.
FOR
30
each.
4l.
.
Cuba Cane Sugar
,
Market steady. Prime WANTED Competent girl or woman for
celpts 1.500.
buy
Phone W2.
Walter
"from ono
three pool
15
Krlo
fed steers. $16. 90 17.40;' dressed beef housework, good wages to right party. Ap WA N T ED To-- site and prleo Into first
letter. FOR RUNT Throe front roomsf housokeep-lng- .
so-ytables; stale
Great Northern Ore Ctfs.
steers, $14. 00ig 16.75; western steers, ply mornings. 10 Rotiih Fourteenth.
6"i9
East Central.
,
Elite Barber Shop. Pcroing, N. M.
91
Great Northern pfd
$15.0017.40; 1 cows, $8.501 14. tu;
CASH PRICB PAID FOR JUNK! FOH RUNT ileautlful furnished room; priHIGHEST
housework.
or
Woman
for
53
Big wages.
Inspiration Copper'
heifers, $9.00ifi 4.75 ; Miockers, $9.00 Ollll.
BT TUB SOUTH WWHTERKt ;PNK CO.,
.
vate famliv. ::ll South Ariln.
lof) South Fourteenth.
PHONB 111. WB ALSO
114 WBST tF.AD.
Int. Mcr. Marine Pfd. Ctfs.
92a
15.25.
rooms;
RENT
largs
Housekeeping
FOR
AUTOS.
J
OLD
BUT
32
Kcnnccott Copper
Hogs Receipts G.000. Market high TKI.EORAPHT Stenography, bookkeeping. WlNTED-Second-ha- tid
sleeping porch. 110 South Walnut.
men's and boya'
114
Lnulsville & Nashville
er. Bulk, jn.iiun u.iu; neavy.
Board, room, tutlon may be earned. Catafufnlslied for housckeep-Ing- ;
clothes, ahoet and underwear. Also trunks FOR RENT-Roo- m
96' W17.60; light, $17.50Bil7.i5; PlB. log free. Uackay Business Collet, Log
Mexican Petroleum
and suit cases. Call lt Chicago Secondsleeping porch. 410 South Rdlth.
28
Miami Copper . . ,
$14.0017'.5O.
hand store. HI? South Flr.
FOR RENT For light housekeeping nicely
22
Market
Missouri Pacific . . ;
1,000.
614
WANTED Sn.too beB. Pay from ile to 9c
Sheep Receipts
furnished rooms and sleeping porches.
67
'
500 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
Montana Power
SHc.h.
Lambs, $16.004120.25; year
Arno.
Hoiith
steady.
I.outl
St.
Patriotic
lh.
duty.
72 U
per
New York Central
JlJ.wu WANTED Family cook; wages 115 month, to
10.50;- wethers,
lings, $14.00
Foil" RENT Two light .airy, housekeeping
Junk Co.. 4t6 South First street. Phone 872.
S6
Northern Pacific
Apply Monkb'rldgo Manor, phone 1049.
rooms, close In. Ilii per month. M South
16.00; ewes, $1 1.00( 15.50.
new
or
same
In
renovated
AtTUESSKS
M
Broadway. Phone U76-43'
Pennsylvania .
and
repaired,
upholetered
Furniture
tick.
Va
.
rooms or light
33
Denver Livestock.Ray Consolidated Copper .
reflnlshod. Sprlnm rcstreched. Batlsfnetlon Fofr RENT
.
86
housekeeping, with sleeping porch. 321
Readtnif .
TBattress Factory.
Denver, May 10. Cattle Receipts
Albmiuerq-iguaranteed.
Walter.
South
471.
88
.
1011
South Second. Phone
Market steady. Beef steers,
700.
Republic Iron & Steel....
Two furnished rooms and sleep. 85
Southern Pacific
$ 1 2.00 (fi 16.90; cows and heifers, $8.00
WJlNTKD Careful kfoalt finishing by maa-to- r FOIt RENT
Twice dally eerloe.
ing porch, gentlemen preferred. 224 South
.
23
Southern Railway
photographers.
ig'14.00; stockers and feeders, $8.00
HORSES and Riga to Jemeg Springs; cheap
fuaranted. Bead Walter. Phone PV7i
Remember, . aatlsfai-tlo15.00.
.130
Texas Company . .'.
ratet. 8. Oarcla, 150! North Arno.
13.50; Calves. $10.00
your finishing to a reliable, established firm.
Genera r.
.124
Union Pacific
Gentle driving horse and bugbhotographers.
master,
Hogn Receipts 600. Market steady, FOR RENT
Hanna.
Hanna
130
gy, 11. Do for 3 hours. Phone 1HI4-- J,
U. S. Industrial Alcohol
room -- ndern home,
Furnished
top, $17.30; bulk, $17.0017.20.Market
FOR RENT
. . . . . .108 Vs
FOIt RENT flood rooming house near Cen3,200.
United States Steel .
with board; desirable place tor summer.
ShpepHecelpts
11
4t
Co..
rooms
Thaxton
and
131.'.
tral
F:rat,
83
Phone
,
Utah Copper
is.uv; ewes. corner
Lambs, jRi.oijtf
steady.
Third and flnld.
t
t
WANTED I will colleot your moniniy une
16.00,
$15.50
A
I.
References.
cost.
at'
,Mirnal.
a
low
NEW YORK COTTON JLVRKET.
For
WhhJBoard.
Ranchei.
FOR SALE
WANTVVoWtlon In grocery store as 4ilerk
NEW YORK MONEY MARKET.
RENT-Ro- om
and
board
with aleplng
win
closed
eumcieni
FOR
10.
Cotton
give
New. York, May
thoroughly competent,
FOR HA LB The fnest At fruli and al
porch. Ill South Walter.
ranch In the valley, must be solo references. D. T. Phillips, l'none lias.
barely steady at a net advance of 19
New York, May 10. Mercantile pa-Ri- atfalfa
FOR KENT Frvnt room wit' porch, board.
once; a bargain; three acres of ehele
travelling stilesma.u
WA.WEtExperinced
to 27 points on all months except May,
u
July, $24.25; Sept., $24.72.
prlvat fsmliy. IM South High.
bearing fruit trees; rest in alfalfa: two.
m.rrie and over drait age. a-- i ererruces,
which was three points net lower.
Ado
room house with sleeping porches: rd'-ntor
aalesmnn.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, close
wants position as collector
out buildings; this ye,r's crop- will almost dress A 1. Journal.
Lard July, $25.67; Sept.. $25.92.
board, 70S Went Silin. no alrk. flrat-cl- a
UOSTOVWOOTi MARKKT.
'
pur for tho place, l'hooe lift) ur call at 114 YOX:.NG
In ver.!
per, four and "six months, 6 per cent: West
typist,
competent
expert
man.
Central.
cent:
with
board
"class
and
60 day bills, 4.72
sleeping
porch
per
BPiH
vun
and
sterling
spauisn. laminar,
both English
room at tummer rate, $36. 634 South Atno.
wora genernuy,
Boston, May 10. The Commercial commercial 60 day bills, on banks.
abstracting and clerical
151H-Bulletin today says';
wlehea employment five or sis nours aany. Phone
commercial 60 day bills,
cent;
per
Will Visit Big Dam.
ffR RENT Porch rooms and board for
Prefers piece work, win uo copying or xorm
"The government machinery for 4.71
cent: demand, 4.75.43 per
per
macmne.
wnat trave yon
10. Pastor work. Can furnish
El Paso, TeX., May
four or five men, heulthaeekr. ?12 North
handling wool is being rapidly whip- cent; cables. 4.76.4$ per cent.
for me to do? Address: Albuquerque BusiHigh, Phone 25M.
Rouaix; Mexican minister of agricul- ness
ped into shape, considering the size
.
;
Bar
College.
silver,
FOR RENT Eeslrahl rooms with sleeping
ture, postponed his departure for Ariof the program which confronts the
table
Mexican dollars, 77c.
porch, hot and cold water, first-clas- s
ITle-pha- nt
zona
to
visit
in
; a
order
the
today
few
As
yet
consignments
trade.
board. Casa de Pro. 611 West Oold.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
Government bonds, heavy.
New
in
reclamation
dam
Butte
and
those
dealers
taken
by
have been
mod- - BEFORE seeking a summer resort visit El
Railroad bonds, firm.
Mexico. He was accompanied there
Jardin Karondido For Convaleeent-have been accepted in the- hope that
Time loans Firm. Sixty days, 5
and
officials
of
the
reclamation
its
tool aa a mountain camp.. All conveniences
posiwould
alter
by
six
In
and
months,
the government
e
Paioi
90
Hotel
tvTnRAT.E
Wlnslow.
AH.:
eeitt:
days
A
few vacancies soon. 1801 Wot Central,
p6 per
agricultural branches of the federal
tion as to commissions as more favor- 6' per cent bid.
team heat: hot and cold water with goed brlAUr NOOK ranch offer excellent rocm
.
here.
.
service
stationed
street.
Address
buslriVss
Palaca
dealers.
on
business
able to the
and board. Just the place to get atrmg.
Call money Weak. Htgher,"6 pe'
Wlnslow,, Arts.
Hotel. P. O. Box
; For
free rranepottatlon.
"The government has appointed on cent; low, 3 per cent; ruling rate, 6
rates phon l4?9F-OverLind
and
agmcyT
'
e
Is
KdBSALE-Garagnow available. Mr. H. B.
and
it
Aeoommodatlon
administrator
waste
Ankle.
a
For
oils and
3 per cent; oiSprained
T
bid,
cent;
Per
closing
40 cars per year) complete garage
Thomas.
,
selling
on
be
will
JVs
As soon as possible after the injury
permitted
sald trading
Owner
,agt
la army. MRS W. H. KEBD. owing to the sals of the
S 1
equipment: best location
.
.
Is received get a bottle' of ChamberAddress P. O. Box 237. Silver air. N. M.
present maximum price basis with fll per cent.
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Texas Fl0
month) $i.72fi
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brick, city water, In
side toilet,, electric lights, new
floors, newly papered and painted;
near shops; easy terms.
frame, modern, large
$2,500
cement block garage, barn and
shade; 4th.
other outbuildings,
ward.
12,500
brick, stuccoed, modern, glassed sleeping porch, hardwood floors; 3rd, ward.
stucco bungalow.
13.000
modern, garage, Highlands, close
In.
$4.400..8-roobrick, modern, hot
4th,
lot
water heat,
76x142,

AA, $1600.

Chicago lioAitn or tuadi-Chicago,
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mal extent
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months, $1.5001.55.
Territory Fine staple, 11.80; half
22 acre ranch, 3 miles north
$1000.
blood comlihiR, $1.G3f1.6Sj
of town, good house and outbuildblood comMuK. $1.40i 1.45;
ings, all under- cultivation, young
fine clot Mils, $ I .fiT. 1 .70 ; fino
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Copyright, 1911.
lnternauormt New
servlcs.

UP FATHER

BRINGING

1 1

Itental Surgeon
Phone
Tlarnett BuIIUIiik
Rooms
Appointments Made by Mall

i. iT coy
Rooms

4-

714

Dawttat
aleuot BMllalag

-

PHYSICIANS' aXI SlTBGBONI

1R. MARGAKF.T (1. t ARTWftlGHT
l'ractlce l imited lo Women's and
dren's
K. Central I'hune

1123

1 11

Chil-

sen sen

Albuquerque, N. U.

in.

BAKU
TCM,
PrMtlea limited to Xya,

BUS.

Mag,

BM

aak

THBOAT
Office Hours- - 111 to lit I td $
State National Bank Vntleinr'
DR. SARAH t'OKKH.
Practice Limited to Children.
Office-Roo- ms
1 and t, Wright
Bid. .
Fourth and Gold.
Hours 3 p. ni. to f p. 0.
Residence Phone 75,
Office Phoee HU
IDA I.. CROCT.
Osteopathia Physician.
Hour 10 to i. Suit , Woolworth Building.
Restdenc Phone SO.
Office Phone 1M0.

1)11.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
I'mctlco Llr.iltcd to

DISKASF.3 AND
DI.SFASKS OF TRI. SRIX
rflOXE 886.
Citizens Rank Rids.
Albunucrqae.

GENlTO-t'RINAR-

MAHHKCrtr.S.
UHs). K. M. MPNIIKM
MiuMena

Chiropody, manicuring, all kind of hatha,
lectrio treatment, ahampoolng and aoalB
treatment at your home. Phone tl--

FOR SALE

Livestock.

FOR SALE A first-clas- s
teuin of horses.
best condition, weight 1.000 to 1,200 pound
each. 710 West Kent.
FOIt SALE Two burros, also one female
blood hound, 10 months old; si I grey
hound puppies, 3 months old; 1 work horae.
C. W. Hunter. City Hall. .
THE RIO GKANDhl tlllKUC II Ou CO. ol
Albuquerque, N. M., can supply at all
tlm is bred sow. bre gilt, herd hoar and
young stuff at moderate price. W hay
the belt In the U. S. A 44 pounder In
seven month. Get tbe kind that nay. Pre
Information on how to raise huge for profit.
Office 1214 South Third. Phon U8I.

FOR RENT

Apartments.

Phone zM.

FOR RENT Furnished appartments from
ro'rOALaSaraJcTH, u ft. I. lUds: egg? tl up t 1104 North Second.
B.
L.
aald.
Baat
ThonLaa, til
chicks, nuf
Stern
and Bath,
('till KENT
'
Haseldlna.
Rankin
Apartments. Phone JST or 1107-FOR SALU Brown leghorn and R. 1. setting A Co.
eggs, prise strain, 11.00 for li, Robinson, Old
n
FOR ItKNT Three or
-- .partmenus,
Town. Phon BM.
modern, no sick, lot BouLh FInt. Inqulr
FORSALE A few turkey cRgs from cLti-ahotel.
Savoy
.
Piice
fancy range bred big Bronze turlci-ynFOR RKNT Thn
furnished
and four-roo50 cents ei(ch. li tV. FEE.
(
apartment, modern, no elck, 200 Mock
5.
SALENS.
FOR
WMtLeghom baby South
Such. Inquire Savoy Hotel.
chicks and hatching egg. Bog Be. Phon
flTK WAklflN 5T6.Nriooi-lon- .
West 'atral';
1769.
Gentry Poultry Ranch.
Tho
modern apartment bouse In the
finest,
FoTf SALE Bgs for hatchlngTThVroughbred B. C. It. 1. Iteda and ft. P. Rocks. state. For well people only. Phone 8023. If
Red Poultry Yds., 411 W. Atlantic, Ph. 14:iW none v.icant get on the waiting list. J. D.
,
Prop. llT-iSA
Minorca
clilcks six weeks old; Rhodt, island chicks
FOR SALE Automobiles.
tun to five months old. Curve strain. Phone
g::i.i.
FOR HALE For Mpeeueifi' type; good ron.
FOJl SALE Fumy White Leghorn. Seven
ditinn.
A., K. Leupold, lie South Tale.
.'laying hens at tii..'0 each, tine cockerel' at Phone I.VKI .L
l::.50.
Will not sell separately. Curl O. Neln, FOR SALE 2 Ford cars.
Square Ileal Garage
707 Sotitli
High.
Corner Copped nnd Fourth.
n
FORSA"LE"I.yer and Tayer" White
Ford"
HALE
FOR
touring car: cash or paybaby chicks, III for lno, (ISO tor 10, IS
ments. Barton Keller, Phone 1292-for 25. Ton's Poultry Ranch, p. O. box 107,
I'OR
SALE
1777.
cheap. Saxon roadster In good
city; phone
condition. Rio Grande Industrial School.
ing
FOR SALE l bodge-lourcarVClieapr
Motor Just overhauled; good tires. Call
FOIt SALE Nice home, furnished and a for Johnson, Boriaon Garage. Must be (old
good paying business, tl.ooo, half cash. ol once parly going to army.
Bungalow, jlournol office.
FOR S.U.E-'chatmfuff
FtMlsALB ""Atyesldence in UnlvcrslTy
electric equipment, five good tires. Must
Heights.
Sleeping porches, garage, etc. be sold this week.- cheap. Phone 138 for
Terms if necessary. Phon 26 or 12,1-J- .
demonstration or call Trlplett Oarage, 215
FOR SALE A fine little home in nighlauda, North Third.
glassed In sleeping porch. tl.lDO. Term tf
wanted. J. D. Keleher. 4"! Central, phon
FOR

SALE-Hom-

er

pigeons.

rR

JWNYjroj;eOAN;L

.

ALE-- r

FOIt 8A LK Keifral beii pim win, consisit
ing of btln, drpMors. waxti Btanri. chairs
and rufffr, hall and italr carpetu, larm
ilinlnj table anl canviun
porch eurtulns; chimp if taken before May
l.'ith. 6U North Second.
Kolt HALKlu AximlnMtr ruffn, 9xV, $m
year' prifa, ono Potmit Jewel gaa atnva.
on two-bircal oil fnvp, ucconj hand
rwfrhjrffi-atncondition,
davenport, fimt-clas- ii
I complete
dining room suit fumed oak.
Must be sold this week. Call and ae abiv
rtlclei at the H. I.ivingiton Furniture

MONET TO I.OA.V-- On
real citats ecurlty.
W West Oold. rile Itealtv fe. Phone
J7.

FOR RENT OR SALE.

TIME CARDS.

ATCHISON, TOPKKt

FgjRSALE- --

WAI

SANTA
CO.

Westbound.

FB BAJDU

Class.
FOR SALE) Lot on Norm Hlgn 130 feet froa No.
Arrives. Dtarta.
1. The Scout
Central avenue. East front. Phone Ittl-J- .
7:10 pm. 1:10 pro.
11:00 am. 11 JO am.
Two houses and one acre 3. California Limited
FOR SALS
7.
5:45 am. 10:1 am.
Fargo Fait
of land. Apply Mrs. Chaves. Old Town, oo
. The Navajo
11:60 pm. 11:J am.
Mock north from end of ear line
Southbound.
FORSAXE For "cushT small track of land So. El Paso
Kvprea
ll:Npm.
about 1 mile west of city; will accept aut10:01 am.
Paso
El
lit.
Express
Coll US West
omobile In part payment.
Castboond.
tk.ld. Phone list. E N. Wilson.
10. The Scout
7SSsm. lot ana.
1:11 pm. 1:40 pm.
1 The Navajo
TYPEWRITERS.
J. California Limited ....1:40 pm. 7:0 pm.
& Bants F
7:11pm.
Iiiopia.
Eight...
TYPEWRITERS All make, overhauled and
1
from South.
repaired. Ribbon for every machine. Albuquerque Typewriter Bicnango. Phone IK HID, Kansas City and Chicago?:! am.
'
l;M m.
Hi KaniW Cltf W4 Chlc--f
i?l south Fourth

EIGHT
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
18 WEST CENTRAL

AVE.

MAY

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
RSOLUTEJLY

G

CAR A NTEED
ALBUOUERQCE,

MASONS

WILL

ATTENTION

'arty and Dance
to Temple Lodge
All Masons Invited.

ShrlneiM Caul

I

LAST TIME TODAY
House of High-clas- s
Pictures and Music
MAKING THE WORLD SAFE FOR

Comlinienlai

Plumbers; Hot Water and Steam Heating; Tinners
PHONE 815.

iAUTAlIA

DRAINAGE MEET

11, 1918.

1

B

OPEN HERE TODAY

WILL

One of the Good Things Today Is Nice New Potatoes
Three pounds
25c

ORCHESTRA

Itallul

v Peas and Wu
mil- lionns arc due by cxiires.
And llit- - StntM lierries we sing ly hope will ! up lo otir standard.

Should have Iiciuccn three ami four hundred hove.
Cucumber-- , are chcniH'r; and nice Tomatoes nri scarce but wo
.hem
More Sound, I it m
iiU's.
Plenty of Ripe Italian. is.
Our til ecu
surely pleases.
Ilhubarb why we nei r soll half m much
I
I.
1'iisk
of 7,"0 Iclii. Sweet Pickles was ok'iic.I yesterday
Our el
there is iki other kind quite so good.

DEMOCRACY!

Ahyiul Temple

To
Mothers,
Wives,
Sisters,
Husbands, Fa-

thers,

WANTED

Letters Received at the Cham- Musical Treat and Famous
tmpcrsonater ' Compose. Bill
ber of Commerce Indicate a
for First Day of a Seven-da- y
Large Attendance at ImFeature Offering.
portant Conference,

Then

ti.

Masonic Temple,
p. m.
13th
Monday,

ill

DRAIN DIC CROWD

NEW MEXICO

No.

Brothers,

iV

ALL ROUND BAKER

XWW

Pullman Cafe

N'v
1

Mi

.

IK

1

;V

l

I.OU'RY Presents

THF

FAD

FDFf HAIII

OF THE WORLD
Albuqurrque'H eluuitatiqua opens at
resent inductions are that tln
4:' "''lock .bis afternoon with Undrainage conference which has been
and Mn-- t Touch
s
called to convene lu re Miv li is uo.ns; lJullM' ilcuimcntal oivluvira appear-- ;
Photoplay l'.er
in
Two experienced wait- unusual tit-- ;
'" (lrst of
to be one of the mos! laritelv attended
'roduccd.
and Important meeting of its kind traction which will he presented here
resses.
"I'1,
'wJ
U. S. Txxl License No.
'
novier llo-slUo
m'xt
'"'!
ever held in this eitv. App.vcntlv the 'hiring
K'v,'n
The
920
chaiilnti-seaaon
i
Phone
tlrkotH
the
for
residents of the Uio Grande valley,
lWv" is
hlM,"rv in v'v"'
AH
SSJ
'inn "'III he turned over a; noon today
M,.vi,-,- i
U'tiiri of what your son, your
and others t
BA
i,,,t v9
"
A"
to
our
't'other,
ltos Merritt, Chautauqua treasurer,
sweetheart, your
who are interested in the developCRESCENT GROCERY
eil Is to pass through.
at the State National bank. Persons
ment of the state, have become arouslo
tickets
i
ed to the fact that concerted action
desiring
purchase
today
You who fly the Service Flag
HOMER n. WARli
ROItERT JONES
,.
a 15 Marble Avenue
'lefore your home, yon win
k
Coal and South Walter
m
necessary If the wateiioKued lands are should do ho from any of the guaranbefore
tors
noon
as
after that
Phone
Phone 571
to he drained ami made to produce
watched
today,
'uive
your closest
riends depart here Is the
as they tire capable of doing if they time they will not lie offered.
Huv
of
life that
the
The
picture
are niven a fair chance.
chuutauqua tent has been
America's .south Is lending In
ft
The Chamber of Commerce sent out elected on the chautaqua grounds Just
tiaining t camps, in transports
Kifth
i larife number of invitations to men we.s,. of the, Klks hoi in1, near
TUC
I I1U
In
Front and soon
behind
throughout New Mcvii o to be present street and Hold avenue
Dffc KING.
SPECIALIST
FREEDOM " ""' VlM ,"'m''"'s thems.'lvcK
At the night performance
the or
land participate in the deliberations of
,
I Inal
IV
ol
Summing-uA perusal
rC
of the re- chestra will open the program, which Will lie In his OITIce Wedm-sdaythe mectinn.
IS
the Alms of the 'World War.
plies to these invitations indicates that is featured by John li. Katto, the im. 'I lnirsdny. I rulay and Saturday of
almost without exception the invitees pcisonator. Itatto use equlpinenr ini",,s ,v,,,kv
"
'" 7 lM,r",
a
west icntini .wenuc. i iiimt
WORLD''
are figuring on attending.
In si few his act which Is said to have cost more .un
.
for Apiioliitiuents.
A
instances doubt has been expressed by than $700 and is said to be the posses;OU)WYN PUT! HI
the invited ones as to their ability to sor uf the finest set of wins ever madi
attend, hut in (very case It is noted' by tile famous Carl Keltler.
ALL SLACKERS ADMITTED
FREE TODAY
In his ImperRonation of I'nelo Sam,
that they express interest in the conference and laud the Chamber of llatto Kivcs a patriotic talk with the
.METRO SPECIAL FEATURE 111! I, I Xll IN SEVEN REELS
Commerce for going after this im- - plea that the people today hack Wil- Young man for office work
must be good typist. Good opporportnnt question in Mich a systematic son as they backed Lincoln In the
manner.
tunity for advancement. State age,
days Rone by. for his impcrsomi-- i
A
to
qualifications and salary expected.
"I shall be pleased
attend." ;ion of (irant, Itatto nives his respoiise
MATINEE
Admission
Aduits, 10c; Children, 5c
writfs Clarl; M. Carr. "1 consider the to l'resldit Lincoln upon his nppoint- - "II. V. R." care .lomiial OITIce.
NO RAISE IN PRICE
EVENING
Admission
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c
ilrainaRc question the most Important ment us eomnmnder-ln-cliie- f
of tin
question of the whole valley at thb northern forces. For Abraham Lin
I, 2:0, 1, 5:3(1, I, H:aO. 10 P. M.
lill E OF SHOWS...,
Matinee 2:30 to 6:30.
Journal Vuit Ads bring results.
Night 7:30 to 11:30.
time, and I am glad to see the Cham- coin and others he gives excerpts from
ber of Commerce getting behind the their most famous speeches.
Ratto lias been a success on the
movement to brinu It properly before
9mmmmmmmmmmB&maammmtmemmmmmmmmmmtmtmmKam
m ,
platform for ten years and has up.
,
of the Central
Avenue Methodist the people.
in
mere
C.
red
James
than V'dO engageIlervey, county surveyor pea
church.
.......
I....
1',...
of
incuts.
Valencia county, writes:
lt..
Wcavcr-l'ortc- r
Motot company, loFor Any Kind of Hauling.
"Unless .something unforeseen turns
Pork, Lamb, Veal, Home dressI'nllon oii Wednesday.
cal distributors of Oakland "Sensible
ed ( bicken, Itcluluii Hare, I'ork
On Wednesday the famous Cupt. Dashull be present."
up
Phone 501
Six" motor ears, unloaded another
Tenderloin, Calf's Liver.
vid Fallon, a man who though he Is
Hart Will He on Hand.
carload of cars ycs'.erday afternoon.
Lettuce, (irceu Iteans, Squash,
.'10
R. A. Hart, senior United
States but
years old, has seen thirteen
Mr. Porter says shipments are uncer.Mustard (ireeus, Kliubarb,
drainage
engineer, sunt this word years of service. With his right arm
New Beets, Turnips.
tain but that his firm has been for- 'from
"HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY"
Salt Tale City: "It is my plan titleless from a, bomb explosion and,
Cahhatte.
tunate in setting two loads of cars In to reach
I
IK.
with his lody scarred by thirteen;
on
May
Albuquerque
Straw lieriie. Itaiianas. Fancy
the past His weeks.
A
beg to express my appreciation of the wounds, this gallant soldier speaks as
Aiqiles. (irapcfiuit, t trainees.
To Rcila
Thai Ilrokcn Window
The two large i i out windows ol effort that your chamber
Is making, one who knows.
Glass.
'The Economist" dry goods store eon. and to say that I hope a great deal of
"I ihlnk the war will end in lfti'O,''
Matteocci, Palladlno & Co.
tain several Interesting war articles good will come from the conference he is quoted as
AlJlUQUERliUK LUMRER CO.
131!) our'
'in
saying,
422 N. Itrat.
Phone 421.
WITH SHIRLEY MASON
among them a genuine French steei and that the cause of drainnge will be men will advance into tierninu terri- Groceries and Meata
helmet. Seymour l.ewinson placed t lie greatly advanced
6
801 W. TIJerm. I'hones
Then Xhd fever will be in the
A
buy.
ICT PERFECTION
PICTURE
thereby."
li
helmet on his head yesterday and
"I wish to congratulate you on thei men and they will not stop until they
looked every bit like a Fiench warrioi plans which you have laid out for have laid
tiermaiiy waste as Germany'
HAY FEVER
tignting lor all lie is worth to savt 'holding a drainage conference," says devastated Belgium.
,
Its alleviation and cure, by my
the country for democracy, pence und Dr. At I. Crile, president of the state
"I have seen little children In Bel-- ;
-comhlned treatments of
happiness.
agricultural college. "I think the glum and France pinned to the walls thy, Medicine and Finger OsteopaN I H
SAII
Surgery.
The hoard of directors of the Young scheme is comprehensive enough and with bayonets.
have seen a .Wither'
V. 11. CONNER, M. D. I), O.
Women's Christian
li
0c
crucified
on
Hi
Association
the
will ought to result in something permadoor of her
to
Superior
ADULTS, 15c; CHILDREN,
ADMISSION, lllc;
Office Slern Hnllding
open u financial campaign here May nent being done. I am ready to agree convent. We are a lighting iialioi.
PHOV1S
055. Resilience, 825
Phones
Office
PROM IT SERVICE.
according to plans announed here to any plan that is the consensus in-of with a soul und I'm going to do my
75.
STRONG BLIC, OOI'PEB
share in uwukcrdiig this nation to Its
Miss Anna Keuhurs, of opinion of the men who are best
AND SECOND.
yesterday.
I will be tremendous duty."
New York, national secretary of the formed in these matters.
there."
Captain Fallon has seen service in X
V.
V. C. A. and Miss Mildred
t,
FRESH CHOCOLATE SHOP 1
W. S. Hopewell writes that he had India, China, Hgypt and South Africa
of Dallas. Texas, will be in Albu2
( ll()( OLATI S
to
He
cast
leave
about
has
the
for
been
decorated for conspicii-- l
LOS ANGELES
querque to assist in the work of re- expected
a
to
make
HI,
it
will
ous
on
but
May
tne battlefield and is
try
oruvcry
organization.
K " mmm
point to remain over so as to be here a thorough soldier.
The Women of the American Array for
the meeting.
mid Central ....... T T
Sicond
yesterday furnished fourteen men of
PARTS1"
J. P. Jacohson, chalrmnn of the
tiriiiisiiaw minis to nee
the draft contingent which left last county farm bureau, says: "I shall THE
night, with sweaters and sox. The re- make it a point to be present, alsc P. MATTEUCCI. 105 N. 1ST. ST.
WORK DONE ELECTRICALLY.
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafe.
maining ten men of the contingent urge other members of the farm bu- Free
Call and Delivery. Phone 10.YI.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273. will receive similar comforts as soon reau."
W. S. ti
STANLIOY KOItlELA,
T. C. de lata of Santa Fe is In the as the supply has been refreshed. The
"I
A.
James
Vrorjch, state engineer:
Persons who wish in
or ke
TAILOR.
women
will
he
announce they have plenty of
city.
pleased to attend the meeting out membershlpr. In the Red Cross
N. T. Armi.to
Jtulldlng. Room 2!i.
lilanclmrd I'ritchard Is here from yarn which they will dls.'rihute to the and discuss any subject along this line can do so
by calling at Strong's Hok Corner Central and Second Sis.
women of the city desiring; to knit for that may be of Interest, and particuClovis.
O.
A.
Zt
Matson
Slore,
Co.. Grlmshaw".
KI'ITR MADE TO ORDER.
F. ti. I'aitleU of MaKdalena is ID: the soldiers.
larly questions suggested in I lit cir- or Sirs. II. i.
I'erguson, or by phnnlns
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing.
cular letter."
j
the city.
ihe chnirniau of the Membership comALL WORK GUARANTEED.
"I shall endeavor to so arrange my
M. II. Williams und wifo of Veso, r. a m
n
mittee, so. 13KI-work to be present," says A. C. Coolly
N. M.. are in the city.
of the State Agricultural college.
H. A. Wood and J. C SproKSins of
GET RID OF SPARROW
J. M. Ilervey of Roswell, who has
Scholle ate here on business.
PEST NEXT WINTER had much experience with drainage
William Crawford and wife, 312,
DR. II M. BOWERS
legal
West Ilazeldine. have re;urucd from:
problems,
particularly the
,
BUNGALOWS
Oiittwipiithlo
of them, says he expects to attprlulUfng In
a week's visit in El Paso.
Plans for n citywide
poisoning phases
Nimsi
aut 'lit rout, Atlimii Hay
Fred Nicholas, an attorney from f"-- campaign for eradicating the English tend.
& Prichard
Prichard
IVvrr, 4'iitnrrhitl Inrii(Mia. 4hildcintnl
Antonio
racheco of Bernalillo
l.lffi llhlir., Third nnd UvUi. Krldiiir
eorro, was in the city yesterday at-- i pnrrow, to he conducted next winter
General Contractors and llulhlers
ufflca thon
lihone
indcr the expert supervision of the writes: "Not only will I be there but
icndunr the war conference
(
UI5
207
Gold
W.
Phone
A
Wonderful Orleiilnl Play lined Willi Oriental Music
one carload of sailors passed United States biological survey, were will arrange to have with me a rep$100,000 PRODUCTION
throiiKh Albtiqueniuc yesterday after-- ! discussed at last night's meeting of resentalivo delegation from this coun- the game protective association, War ty of mi ll who understand the Im- noon attached to train No. '2.
C. I.. TallmadKc, of the Klrnt ndort Carden
club mid chamber of Com- portance and necessity of drainage'
ANTONIO MORENO
Socorro merce. The government experts wero and arc willing to Join hands with you
farms, near San Antonio,
formally requested to recommend de- in accomplishing it."
county, is In the city on business.
DORALDINA
W. 8. V
Dr. W. J. Johnson and family have! tailed plans for handling the camEire.
Cuuscs
Trash
win
to
the
where
an
doctor
with
paign,
estiBone
Itaton,
together
advance
East Iji.s Vegas, N. M May 10.
ALSO TWO-REE- L
COMEDY
follow his profession, that of a chiro- mate of the probable cost.
store- to
set
the
firo
trash
Burning
On
of
account
chilthe
practor.
danger to
The Hcd Cross work rooms are open dren, poisoning by amateurs is to he house in the rear of the J. A. Talrhert
ever Saturday from 1 to li o'clock. discouraged by the game protective store on Douglas avenue, and badly!
10c
contents.
5c
10c
'1 ho women are
20c
Aj
very anxious to havt. association, as well us Rhno1lng with- damaged building and
in the city limits.
The campaign Is quantity of valuable furs stored in the
us large a class us possible.
TOMORROW, "EAGLE EYES"
X. M. Miller, police sergeant, who not to be pushed until next winter, for building were damaged.
Willi King Itaggol and Marguerite Snow.
was operated upon yesterday morniiu; the double reason of avoiding- a pest
During these times when leather is so high the probl ivery and saddle liorscs. Trimble's
ANOTHER GERMAN CRIME IN AMERICA
at St. Joseph's hospital for appendi- of flies this summer and danger to
of being sure, of Shoe Quality is a real one.
lem
Red
beneficial
birds
which are mostly gone
citis, is reported very much improved.
R. S.
W.
in
winter
time.
Mrs. John Kltmint?, who was called
Our Showing of Spring Footwear is nothing short of
WANTED
English xpurrows, in the opinion of
to Clovis the other day on account ol
Capable, exper-ience- d
a
collection
of reliable Shoes, the best made.
the
salesman in piece goods.
the serious illness of a sister, has regarden club, are destroying largo
turned to the city, leaving the patient amounts of peas, beans, lettuce, cab- Apply
"i
The satisfaction you get in buying your Shoes here,
bage and other valuublo crops each
much improved.
THE ECONOMIST.
lies not only in the fact that you are geUing Shoes of
It is hoped that by eliminat
Mrs. R. C, Rollins of HIM South Wal. spring.
Quality, but in knowing that we are as much interested
ter, daughter Maiiun und Jack, will ing the sparrows the damage can not
in the Fit, Style and Durability of our Shoes as you
leave tliis inornlnK for Vallcjo, Calif., only be avoided but that an inPROM IT AND EFFICIENT
where Mr. Rpllins is employed in the crease will be effected In beneficial
can possibly be.
Inrectiverous birds which will help
ORDERS SOLICITED
United States shipyards.
Phone
7fl.
319 W. Gold.
Mr. and Mrs. li. K. Bruc are in free the Burdens of Insect pesta.
'.$3.25 to $8.00
Better Shoes for Men
W S. m.
Nice Strawberries
M. F. Musgrav9
T.lackberriea
the city from Hland, , M, They came
representing the
HOUSE
IHTTNER
2.50 to 9.50
Better Shoes for Women
Two
here to meet their niece, .Mrs. W. E. biological survey,, assured the local
. .
Boxes.
Basket'
'ico clean rooms;
3I!J South First. rnnms.
2.00 to 4.50
Shoes
Better
for
Boys
Hall, of Nogales, Ariz. who will ac- - orS''"ii?tion of his desire fa
Phone 221.
light housekeeping
2.25 to 5.50
Shoes for Girls
Better
company them on their return to ate, and suid that the working plan
W. 8. 8
GREEN
BEANS
WAX
BEANS
CUCUMBERS
for handling the sparrow pest would . Orders taken for service
Rland.
1.50 to 3.50
rings.
Better Shoes for Children
HEAD LETTUCE
TOMATOES
Bert Exter und little son Thelber',, he carefully prepared und submitted Women of American Army, 223 West
50 to 2.00
Better Shoes for Babies
' YOUNG SPINACH
Gold Avenue.
are here from their home in Magda-- for action.
SUMMER SQUASH
W. S. M.
w. s. s.
lena, to visit Airs. Exter, who Is spendNEW TURNIPS AND BEETS
CHAUTAUQUA GUARANTORS.
NEW CABBAGE
B. M. WILLIAMS
Right now, when Shoe Prices are strong and Good
ing some time here with her parents,
All guarantors who have been givDent 1st
Shoes a Luxury, you will appreciate our splendid Shoes
Mr. and Mrs. Mentz Oleson, on ForNEW
NEW
PEAS
CARROTS
CELERY
en chautauqua tickets to sell, please Rooms 1 and 2, Whiting Building
ester avenue.
more than ever before.
681.
No.
M.
Phono
remit to R.
Merritt, treasurer of
3 pounds Texas New Potatoes
25c
Emery C. Arnold of Moriarty, N. M.,
Corner
Second
Gold.
and
NaState
(
enlisted in the remount depot depart- Chuutauqua ussoclution,
noon of today,
ment of the quartermaster's corps of tional 11.bank, before
Washington Winesap Apples Florida Grapefruit
ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE.
A. E. PARKER,
the army, at the local recruiting sta- May
Two Oakland cars on day and nighl
President.
We have all the flour substitutes. Try the Columservice. Cheap rules by tlic hour.
He was sent to El
tion yesterday.
W. R.S.- Phone 414.
bine flour, an excellent white flour made of several
Paso, Tex., last night.
-- w. s. s.- GENTRY'S EGGS
A marriage license was issued yessubstitutes properly mixed.
nankins, gk Inner, Champion, Con-rterday to Ruth Mcliride, VI, of Albuant Kan Jr
Market: SOo dozen.
querque, and James I.ee Robinson, 23,
CHASE &, SANBORN'S COFFEES AND TEAS
W. S. 8.
of Memphis, Tenn.fThe couple were
In
Alfalfa
car
lots. Clias. Donlln,
married by Rev. J. c. Jones, pastor IIooK-r- ,
Colo.
United Stated Food Administration License No. O-- 1 131
W. ft. S.
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GOOD COMEDY
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Bryant's Delivery
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THEATER
TODAY ONLY
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Let Us Send a Man

DOUBLE BILL TODAY
"CY WHITTAKMR'S WARD"

j

--

49."i-40-

E-- P

j

"SWEETER THAN NEW MOWN HAY"
"VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN"

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

1 1

Cor-bet-

LOCAL ITEMS

f

MSHAW'S

SH0EST0RE

I

CRYSTAL THEATER

TODAY

FIVE CENTS

iii

"THE MYSTERY SHIP" Two Parts

I

paIgFpla

nedto

"THE LOST EXPRESS"

Two Parts

"THE MASTER CODE"

Three Parts

I
j

IDEAL THEATER

1

SIDEWALKS

TODAY LAST

rhya-lrtim-

TIME

h'j--

UhlANI

j

Special Matinee

and

DOZIER'S DELIVERY

RUIA"

setter Shoes
for Spring!

in NAULflllKA

and

EVENING
and

Skinner's Grocery
OC

r

20c

,

,

BEBBER,

oj

OPTICIAN

Citizens Bank Bid?.

TELL

Springer Transfer

Co,

For.
Sand and Gravel

SUITSLEANED,

HENRY'S

DELIVERY
Four suits pressed $1.25.
Your baggage troubles. Phona 939. Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
Delivery. Phone 600.

aWr'adVeggs.

ale by lending trorcra the morninf
they are laid, Mc.

On

journal

Wunt Ad

city eleTtic8'shoe shop

rr

PHONE 567

DELIVERY
AND
FREE CALL
HATCH'S OLD STAND

Drins rcwiiui.
i
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J. A. Skinner
.
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60-61-1-

19

205 South

First St.

Cerrtllo. Lamp
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